Dear Governors and RGGI Board Members,

The following 802 people have signed onto the following comments by the Sierra Club via an online petition and also added personalized messages found on the subsequent pages:

“Thank you for continuing to lead the Nation by strengthening and extending the popular and successful Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Your efforts are needed now more than ever to demonstrate that bipartisan progress to reduce climate-disrupting pollution, create jobs, and save families and businesses money by investing in a prosperous clean energy economy will continue in the Northeast.

I urge you to finalize a future for RGGI that keeps our state on track to meet our climate commitments, reducing pollution at least 5% annually from 2020 levels through 2030.”
Climate Change is our most important issue.

Marlene Danko
11 Borough Ln
Newtown, CT 6470

Counting on you to help!!

Anne Tracy
32 Ledges Rd
Ridgefield, CT 6877

Do it for our progeny and theirs. Do it in contrast to the Washington climate deniers who have been bought by big oil. Do it for every living thing. Thank you.

Wayne Paquette
16 Laurel Hill Rd
Brooklyn, CT 6234

Given Trump's stated doubts about climate change, it will fall to the states to be hyper vigilant in protecting the planet and its environment. I hope you will lead a charge among the country’s governors to take on this responsibility. Thank you.

Eleanor & David Sylvestro
224 Beers Rd
Easton, CT 6612

GO GREEN  !!!!!!

Matthew Fanolis
15 N Glenwoods Rd
Gales Ferry, CT 6335
Having studied the impact of RGGI in my Environmental Politics course at Northeastern University, I truly understand the importance of this program. This is not the time to put the health of the planet in question. We need to take action now and continue to uphold programs that are making a difference.

Rachel Rimm  
113 Sunset Beach Rd  
Branford, CT 6405

I am strongly supportive of your accomplishments and aims as governor and will continue to support you and like-minded legislators in the future. I vote in every election and plan to become more involved in campaigns supporting green candidates.

Allen Bale  
64 Idylwood Dr  
Northford, CT 6472

I live in New Milford where recently public protest sent Panda Power packing. We said, "No," to a power plant. We will say, "Yes" to preventing additional climate disruption. We need you to lead us there.

Helen Applebaum  
75 Buckingham Rd  
New Milford, CT 6776

I'm confident that together we can do right for our health and the health of our common home!

Carol Villaggio  
4 Rosewood Ln  
Cromwell, CT 6416

I'm proud Connecticut is a leader in urging pollution reduction. Please continue to keep us in track.

Hope Stevens  
97 W Main St Apt 30  
Niantic, CT 6357
It is imperative to do all we can to increase our Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.

The weather events are costing our country between 15 and 20 billion for just this year, not to mention the hardships and dislocation involved. we must maintain progress toward reducing the greenhouse effect.

Laura Raymond
1 Seaside Ave
Guilford, CT 6437

IT IS OVERDUE, THAT THIS STATE & COUNTRY MOVE FAST FORWARD, TO SAFE, CLEAN, (NON NUKE), RENEWABLE ENERGY!!!!!!!!!!

Rachel Girshick
PO Box 22
Hampton, CT 6247

Keep up the good work! Thank you.

Sissy Aron
10 Brookview Lane
New Milford, CT 6776

lead on climate action

Shirley Mccarthy
16 Rockland Park
Branford, CT 6405

Let's develop more renewable energy, especially solar energy.

Tom Cleveland
75 Garnet Park Rd
Madison, CT 6443
Let's move green energy forward! We have to stop global warming.

Melissa Loizides  
PO Box 1063  
Fairfield, CT 6825

My family is particularly interested because we live in Barkhamsted, surrounded by the beautiful MDC Reservoir property and regularly exercise outdoors. Thank you for keeping the air we all breathe as safe as possible.

Kay Page Greaser  
143 Center Hill Rd  
Barkhamsted, CT 6063

New England may well be one of the last rational places left in this beleaguered country! Let's keep leading the way.

Judith Burke  
21 Stone Ridge Ln  
Branford, CT 6405

Our climate and environment and wildlife are number one

Joan Cummings  
PO Box 32  
South Woodstock, CT 6267

Our state is in severe drought! Those of us who are aware & activists are extremely alarmed right now. I live in the city of NB & Mayor Stewart has been an impediment in our process to save our Shuttlemeadow watershed land & has recklessly sold (pending) our Patton Brook well to Southington which could be pumping 1.5 million gallons per day to NB residents! Now she's telling about buying water from MDC! Foolish, short-sighted decisions made by greed for power & monies to fund her 2018 gubernatorial campaign.

Susan Brudny  
292 Linwood St  
New Britain, CT 6052
Please ...

Evelyn B Elam
1160 S Main St Apt 118
Middletown, CT 6457

Please for my future!

Emma Pearlstone
166 Sport Hill Rd
Easton, CT 6612

Please help keep God's earth beautiful.

Kathy Fagan
Katherine Fagan
10 Dover St
Norwalk, CT 6850

Please help our home

Roxana Avila
121 Corona Dr
Milford, CT 6460

Please push climate control forward

Deb Robinson
201 Black Rock Tpke
Fairfield, CT 6825
PLEASE!! Did you know that CHINA (of all places) is doing more toward fighting this battle than any other country. Are we going to stand for that???

Sylvie Delamotte
26 Old Wood Rd
Storrs, CT 6268

Please!!!
Robert Blain
21 Rachel Dr
North Grosvenordale, CT 6255

President-elect Trump has threatened to pull the US out of the Paris Agreement. This means we could be counting on cities and states to lead the way in the coming years. Please take a strong leadership role in pursuing climate protection and clean energy development in Connecticut.

Nathan Hicks
1003 Mill Pond Dr
South Winds, CT 6074

Protecting the environment is now more important than ever.

Don Van Rhyn
36 Terrace Ave
Riverside, CT 6878

RGGI is one of the best climate change mitigation programs in the US. It is critical in the new political climate to expand local and regional strategies for addressing climate change.

Peter Pinchot
132 Santa Fe Ave
Hamden, CT 6517
Such action is imperative now more than ever.

Ann Trapasso
10 Cherry Hill Rd
Branford, CT 6405

Thank you for all you do for our state

Estrella Cibreiro
35 Barbara Rd
Tolland, CT 6084

Thank you for your leadership and consideration of this important issue.

Willow Oberweger
143 Lockwood Rd
Riverside, CT 6878

Thanks for hanging in there!

David Sloane
4 Edgehill Ter
Hamden, CT 6517

Thanks for working to protect our environment, especially not allowing fracking in our state.

Steve Morrell
41 Middlecroft Rd
Burlington, CT 6013
The Nutmeg state can lead by example! Go for it!

Adela And Lucius Wilmerding
PO Box 321
Old Lyme, CT 6371

The states must serve as a bulwark against a predicted retrenchment of Federal action.

Bryan Wolf
732 W Lake Ave
Guilford, CT 6437

The time to act was twenty years ago so now we must do what needs to be done to address climate change as there is no time to lose

Christine Brooks
509 Fern St
West Hartford, CT 6107

There are enough electric cars on the market now, both new and used, that anyone who truly cares about the environment has no excuse - buy an electric car now!

Mike Moraghan
22 Gale Rd
Bloomfield, CT 6002

This is a critical time for us to do something to limit climate change before it is too late!

Margaret Clark
18 Grant Hill Rd
Bloomfield, CT 6002
This is critical, now more than ever. Thank you!

Lisa Candels
58 E River Rd
Barkhamsted, CT 6063

This is especially important as Donald Trump prepares to unravel as much environmental policy as possible in January 2017.

Margaret Kitson
28 Bonnie Ct
Wallingford, CT 6492

This is for our grandchildren, and their children.

Anne Batterson
92 E Hill Rd
Canton, CT 6019

This is important. Make Connecticut a leader in greenhouse gas reduction and energy efficiency.

Royal Graves
21 Prospect St
Wethersfield, CT 6109

This is urgent for us & future generations!

Beverly Propen
185 Crocker Ct
Orange, CT 6477
THIS ISSUE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE OF MY GENERATION AND IF YOU DONT FIGHT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT YOU WILL LOSE MY VOTE. PERIOD.

Ariana Muessel
351 Kent Hollow Rd
Kent, CT 6757

Trump has said that he will keep an open mind about climate change. I want to voice my opinion that we must keep our state on track to meet our climate commitments.

MaryAnn Gianantoni
92 Furnace Ave Unit 86
Stafford Springs, CT 6076

We can be global leaders in green energy and create jobs at the same time. The technology is available. Let's lead the way and leave our future generations with a healthier planet!

Kim Krodel
123 Cold Spring Road
Avon, CT 6001

We installed solar panels three years ago, and were so happy that we got rebates from the State of CT and the Federal Government on our tax returns as an incentive to go solar. Please keep up the momentum and the progress towards clean energy! We love our solar energy bills!

Sheela Amembal
16 White Oak Farm Rd
Newtown, CT 6470

We MUST work to keep all fossil fuels in the ground and to create a strong infrastructure for renewable, sustainable sources of energy both statewide and nationally.

Susan Klein
42 Young St
New Haven, CT 6511
We need Climate Change.

Stuart Erris
1010 Amherst Pl
Cheshire, CT 6410

We need leaders like you to lead the fight against climate change, now more than ever!

Stephanie Weiner
PO Box 338
Southport, CT 6890

We need to take care of our earth so it can take care of us!

Thank you for your values and efforts in the RGGI.

You are a true leader!

Patricia Francek
29 Old Orchard Rd
Huntington, CT 6484

We need to work hard to save our beautiful state and maintain our commitments to helping improve our environment especially so we are unsure as to what will happen in DC.

Loretta Wrobel
297 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Ashford, CT 6278

We really need you now to step up and fight climate change even harder than before. It is time for Connecticut to show leadership on this issue. Make us proud!

Vanessa Villamil
11 Antler Pine Rd
Sandy Hook, CT 6482
We will all breathe easier because of your positive climate actions. Thank you.

Peter Aron
10 Brookview Ln
New Milford, CT 6776

What better way to tell off that jerk who just got elected president?

Margaret Gradie
400 Woodstock Ave
Putnam, CT 6260

With the Republicans controlling all three branches of the Federal Government, it is essential that Connecticut and other states continue to strengthen the Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Please encourage Governors from other states to do the same. We can’t afford to leave a legacy of pollution for future generations to clean-up. As air pollution increases with time, it will be much more difficult to reverse the damage.

James Barrington
16 Sypher Rd
Chester, CT 6412

You make me proud! Thank you.

Judith Passmore
251 Court St
Middletown, CT 6457

As a state with a huge exposure to, and so potential damage from, rising sea levels, Delaware has a very vital self-interest in continued efforts to slow climate change. As a part of the larger national and world community, we have a moral imperative to move toward a 100% clean, renewable energy future. The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative supports those needs.

Patricia Frey
30424 Marina Rd
Dagsboro, DE 19939
Clean energy, clean water, and clean air are essential to our survival

Joanne Rhodes
109 Pine Dr
Milton, DE 19968

Given our last election, the environment is in danger. Please keep Delaware a clean energy state.

Mary And Ron Bergman
2102 Marsh Rd
Wilmington, DE 19810

Governor Markell: You have been a strong and effective leader for our state. I am now asking you to extend the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. The reasons for doing so are clear, as we must protect our beautiful state by promoting clean energy.

Thank you,

Melissa Pavone
158 E 2nd St
New Castle, DE 19720

Hello! Delaware is so behind when it comes to environmentalism - please start now before our future generations are totally doomed.

Mari Houc
102 E Pembrey Dr
Wilmington, DE 19803

I am deeply concerned about the new administrations view on climate change. We must continue progressing on clean energy. To go backwards is not an option.

Susie Miller
PO Box 192
Ocean View, DE 19970
I strongly support Delaware's climate control initiatives and encourage you to do all you can to protect and advance our efforts in this area.

Marylou Walker  
29 Belmont Dr  
Hockessin, DE 19707

My church here in Lewes has installed solar collectors and state-of-the-art heating/cooling to save energy and annual operating costs. We are the founding member of the Delaware Interfaith Power & Light.

Patricia Williams  
9 Enfield Ln  
Lewes, DE 19958

My wife and I live about 5 miles from the refinery in Delaware City, and several times every month we can smell the strong fumes. With loosening of the Clear Air laws we fear that the fumes will only get worse.

George Bear  
922 River Birch Cir  
Middletown, DE 19709

Please do everything you can to oppose Trump's anti science agenda, our planet can't take more abuse! Thank you!!

Thea Gutteridge  
254 Plymouth Rd  
Wilmington, DE 19803

Please keep on the environmental track to protect our children and grandchildren from life-altering (and in some instances, life-ending) pollution.

Deborah Dehghan  
27110 Valley Run Dr  
Wilmington, DE 19810
Please keep us on track and send a powerful message to the rest of the country. Tina, Thomas, Tommy and Nathan Cooper

Tina Cooper
117 Wortham Ln
Bear, DE 19701

Please support legislation that advances clean energy initiatives and reduces carbon pollution

Barbara Fagerstrom
2918 Jaffe Rd
Wilmington, DE 19808

State- and regionally-based initiatives like this will be critical to not losing ground in the fight against climate change over the next four years.

Christine Di Guglialmo
4002 Heather Dr
Wilmington, DE 19807

Thank you for your commitment to protect Delaware’s future for my generation as well as my children’s generation.

Mark Zolandz
2705 S Riding Dr
Wilmington, DE 19808

Thank you Honorable Markel

Suzanne Shields
1229 Stinsford Rd
Newark, DE 19713
Thank you in advance for keeping Delaware in the forefront of commitment to climate change action

Eva Lulias
11 Perpen Ct E
Newark, DE 19702

Thanks for continuing to make us proud to be Delawareans!

Daniel Pritchett
340 United Way Apt A25
Dover, DE 19901

Trying to help the world from global warming for my kids.

Phyllis Doak
13 Granite Way
Dover, DE 19901

With federal support for addressing climate change more in doubt than it has been for years, it is even more important we continue to lead at the state and local level. I am proud that Delaware has been doing so through the RGGI, and we have reaped economic benefits as well. The world will transition to clean energy. We need to push to be in the vanguard of the transition to not get left behind.

Thank you for your service to the state, and best wishes in whatever you do next.

Mark Jolly-Van Bodegraven
406 S Broom St
Wilmington, DE 19805

Additionally, please continue your support for individual efforts to combat climate change, such as rooftop solar panels.

Homer Walker
7 Tannery Drive
Jefferson, MA 1522
As a business owner and job-creator here in Massachusetts, I am also personally dedicated to helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, by driving electric cars, installing solar PV panels at my home, and installing a geothermal HVAC system as well. Don't lesson our state's commitments to offset climate change!

Ralph Baker  
840 Ashby West Rd  
Fitchburg, MA 1420

As a coastal state MA is vulnerable to global climate change. And for many other reasons, MA must show the world that at least there are corners of our nation that will do their best to contribute to worldwide reduction in global climate change.

Virginia Harris  
13 Orchard Dr  
Acton, MA 1720

As a forner chemist and current science teacher, I believe the number one issue facing humanity is climate change. Please be a leader in moving tiward 100% renewable energy and 100% trash-free MA and world.

Heidi O'Donnell  
37 pond st #1  
Waltham, MA 2451

As an individual citizen, I've done my best by getting solar panels on the roof of my Cape house. This spring the leftover energy my solar panels collect will go back to eversource to provide electricity for other customers. I've done my small bit for clean energy. You have the position and the power to do a large bit for clean energy. Please do it and help our state meet our climate commitments.

Karen Klein  
416 Mount Auburn St  
Cambridge, MA 2138

Be a leader this time. Make a statement for all of us in Massachusetts.

Barbara Brown  
166 Highland Ave  
Winchester, MA 1890
Clean up our environment!

Forrest Richardson
51 Dartmouth St
Watertown, MA 2472

Climate change and rising sea levels presents a real threat to coastal areas of Massachusetts including Cape Cod and the Islands. We need to do all we can to minimize sea level rise and the devastation it can cause to the residents of Massachusetts coastal area. Not doing so can truly destroy the economy of the state.

Thomas Moriarty
PO Box 1776
North Eastham, MA 2651

Climate change is and will be extraordinarily destabilizing. With national leaders, including the president-elect, unwilling to believe that the climate is changing and proposing perverse actions that will accelerate climate change, it is more important than ever that Massachusetts continue with the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.

Paul Johnston
5 Crestwood Rd
Marblehead, MA 1945

Climate change is not a political view, is not a question of faith or not, it’s just a scientific fact. Instead of denying the human proven causes and ignoring the disastrous consequences which happen more and more, why not invest in new technologies which will offer thousands of local jobs? This is a political issue...

Pierre Saintin
23 Brook Trail Rd
Concord, MA 1742

Climate change is one of the most important tasks of our time. Those who put great effort into finding sustainable, long-term solutions can rightfully be proud of their work.

Steve Schrempf
20 Maple Ave
Cambridge, MA 2139
Climate change is real and there is enough solid scientific evidence to support the idea that it is caused by the burning of fossil fuel. For the health of our planet, we need to adhere to the goals of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Thank you for your consideration.

Irene Wieder
47 Bingham Ave
Dedham, MA 2026

Climate change is real. Anyone who denies that science has no place in the cabinet of POTUS. It is now more important than ever to act at the local, state, and regional level. Please please please

Gary Marshall
96 Old Colony Ave Apt 130
East Taunton, MA 2718

Climate Change is Real!

James Stoffel
807 Pond St
Franklin, MA 2038

Climate change is really important to me and if Trump undos Obama’s greenhouse gas regulations, the states have to take leadership in fighting climate change. Thanks,

-George

George Schneeloch
81 School St # 1
Somerville, MA 2143

Climate change is the most critical challenge of this century.

Mark Hanson
340 Holden Wood Rd
Concord, MA 1742
Climate change, caused by humans, is happening now and it is not fair to burden our young people with the effects of this.

Brian Gingras  
52 Bradford Commons Ln  
Braintree, MA 2184  

Coal is a dirty fuel which exacerbates asthma and other respiratory illnesses. We need to move toward a clean future not backwards. We need to continue toward the use of wind and solar. Do we want to become innovators or stagnate behind the rest of the world.

Janet Yasenchak-Votta  
1210 Broughton Dr  
Beverly, MA 1915  

Compelling scientific evidence indicates that climate change is not something that will happen in the future, but is already occurring. Act now!!

Sarah Damassa  
119 South St  
Rockport, MA 1966  

Continue on fixing the MBTA. It is a Hub and Spoke system that is obsolete and needs to be changed to service more riders. The current system is a 19th century solution to solve a 20th century traffic problem that is profoundly obsolete in the 21st century  

Edward Ganshirt  
48 Fletcher Ave  
Lexington, MA 2420  

Dear Gov. Baker,  

Considering the plans for coal pollution changes by the new national administration, we need strong leaders like you to promote stronger pollution standards in MA.

William Sweet  
35 Dunbar St  
Worcester, MA 1603
Dear Governor Baker,

Thank you for your strong support for renewable energy, particularly offshore wind. Solar and wind will bring good green jobs, and help us meet the targets of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Thank you for your wise energy leadership.

Sylvia Greene
121 Holden Wood Rd
Concord, MA 1742

Dear Governor Baker,

It’s more imperative then ever that we take action to minimize greenhouse gases at the state level. Massachusetts is positioned to lead the way with the Barrett carbon pricing bill. Let’s get this passed quickly and set an example that other states can follow.

Your thoughtful leadership here in Massachusetts will have global relevance.

Thank you.

Susan Doubler
26 Eaton Street
Winchester, MA 1890

Dear Governor Baker,

Please please don’t let Trump’s dangerous non-policies to address climate change undo the good we’ve done. This is too important for the future of our planet - the well-being of generations to come. thank you.

Kathleen Mcgillicuddy
8 Evelyn Rd
Stow, MA 1775

Dear Governor,

Massachusetts has a unique window of opportunity. Sending the message that Massachusetts is escalating its efforts to use renewable energy sources and minimize carbon pollution, making the Massachusetts environment top quality, will draw resources, businesses, and talented people to our state. Please act with vision for the 21st-century. Thank you for your leadership.
don't be a republican know-nothing.do the right thing

Wright Gregson
7 Saint William St
Dorchester, MA 2125
Energy action should be a partisan issue!

Arthur MacConochie  
18 Lincoln Pkwy # 2  
Somerville, MA 2143

Environmental protection is the responsibility of us today. We know now what trouble the environment is in, and we are now aware of the rapidly changing climate and the dire effects. This was not always known. But we know today.

Elaine Dearden  
160 Scituate St  
Arlington, MA 2476

Especially in light of the election and the officials President Trump plans to put in charge of environmental concerns, we need strong local leadership! Thank you for yours!

Elizabeth Goldberg  
18 Dexter Ave  
Sandwich, MA 2563

Even if support for clean energy at the national level flags, it is important for us to fulfill our climate commitments at the regional level.

Osamu Kumasaka  
52 Liberty Ave  
Somerville, MA 2144

Gov Baker, Please keep doing what you're doing to help the environment. It is not only personal to me but also my work is based on and around pushing towns to recycle, reuse and divert more. Thank you for listening and I trust that you will represent our towns, our residents and our state. Sincerely, Todd Koep

Todd Koep  
357 Ames Way  
Centerville, MA 2632
Gov. Baker,

We must keep on track with our climate commitments.

Anne Mullen
115 Maskwonicut St
Sharon, MA 2067

Governor Baker, Keep moving Massachusetts forward in the fight to stop global warming before it is to late

Virginia Musker
12 Fawn Ln
Billerica, MA 1821

Governor Baker,

I believe one of if not the greatest threat our society currently faces is global climate change. Massachusetts has always been a leader in progressive legislation and in creating a progressive and forward thinking culture for the country to follow. Please do everything you can.

Dan Horgan
162 N Row Rd
Sterling, MA 1564

Governor Baker,

Whether Trump pulls out of the Paris Agreement or not, we need to do all we can to continue to battle climate change. I refuse to accept that the planet will not be habitable for my children or theirs! The citizens of this state reject many of the current administrations policy ideas, appointments, priorities and values. Although you haven’t taken as strong of a stand on some of them as we feel you should please please see the urgency and credibility of the need to work at all levels towards keeping our planet habitable. Thank you.

Renee Newton
4 Powder Mill Rd
Sudbury, MA 1776
Governor Baker; Please help secure the future of our planet for our children by supporting the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). Climate change is not in our future, it is here now. We must not wait any longer, Massachusetts can do our part. Thank you

Ronnie Lapidus, concerned for our planet and our children

Ronnie Lapidus
28 Grove Ln
Burlington, MA 1803
Governor, now more than ever before, we need American citizens' voices to be heard. Please help. Thank you.

Susan Papalia
9 Brigham Rd
Framingham, MA 1702

Help foster help for the future.

David Cabral
56 Russells Mills Rd
Dartmouth, MA 2748

I am a clean energy attorney and work every day to move our state and country toward a fossil free future - please do your part!!!

Sarah Matthews
95 Cross Brk
Amherst, MA 1002

I am a junior studying Civil Environmental Engineering. Anthropocentric climate change is not only real, it is already having current impacts on our life and we need to act now.

Grant Balkema
52 Kelveden Rd
Waban, MA 2468

I am a Massachusetts resident and voter and care passionately that this state is a leader in limiting carbon pollution.

Luean Anthony
PO Box 613
North Falmouth, MA 2556
I am deeply upset that this nation will have a climate-change denier in the White House. This is truly a matter of national security and we need to do as much as we possibly can to control it and, furthermore, not open up public lands for drilling and mining.

Thank you so much.

Helga Ragle
407 S Gulf Rd
Belchertown, MA 1007

I am glad to see Massachusetts representatives working across party lines on this very important issue. Thank you most sincerely.

Jane Conboy
58 Center St
Dennisport, MA 2639

I am pretty sure you are committed to staying the course on the Greenhouse Gas initiative and I simply wanted to say thank you for doing it and thank you for not being bullied by Trump. I have been so impressed with you and what you have been doing. Thank you.

Henry Frechette
Henry Frechette
117 High St
Reading, MA 1867

I am proud of our state’s leadership in the field of renewable energy production. It is great to see how wind and solar energy are turning out to be more economical than coal or nuclear energy generation, besides helping to slow global climate change. Let’s keep up the good work!

Patricia Frederick
15 Water St
Ashburnham, MA 1430

I am proud to say that my electricity is all wind power. Please don’t let Trump take that ability away.
Janeanne Koch
15 Kingsbury St # 2
Worcester, MA 1610
I do a lot of volunteer work in my county to educate our youth about the importance of proactive innovation for sustainability of our ecosystems, climate, and planet overall. Their future depends on us to do the right thing, and prepare for what comes next. Your leadership in keeping us on track with progressive investment in a clean energy economy can be a legacy for our children for generations to come.

Thank you,

Zillie Bhuju
Zillie Bhuju
47 North St
Topsfield, MA 1983

I felt all along that Hillary Clinton should have campaigned on climate change and her plans for sustainable jobs. Now that we have a President Trump, I'm very afraid that all the work in the past 8 years will come to nothing. For the sake of my kids and yours, and their kids, please take action on our climate commitments. Thank you!!

Paula Woolley
117 Hudson St
Somerville, MA 2144

I had the privilege of teaching your son - a great guy - and I urge you to do this for his sake and for the sake of all the children of the future, to keep them safe from the disastrous potential effects of climate change. Thanks.

Tom Reid
40 Beacon St
Melrose, MA 2176

I have a Goddaughter who deserves the world. Please help me provide it for her.

Bridget Keown
23 Wahtera Rd
Peabody, MA 1960

I have been a professional economist in Massachusetts for more than 40 years, Governor Baker. Over that time I have seen this state’s economy go from fair to fantastic; and it has been because we have been at the forefront of technological
change. This is our current great choice to again position Massachusetts as a practical leader in the new tech revolution, the energy frontier.

John Avault
94 Franklin St
Arlington, MA 2474
I have every intention of utilizing energy produced from alternative sources for my energy needs.

Mitchell Alperin
52 Fitchburg Rd Apt 225
Townsend, MA 1469

I have to keep on mentioning the name John Denver, because he was a truly active environmentalist who fought hard to save the beautiful mountains, preserve clean air and clean streaming waters, and fighting against pollution. It's been a little more than 19 years since we lost the beloved singer and songwriter in a horrible small plane crash. It's still heartbreaking to this day thinking about it. There's a lot of uncertainty of the new Presidential Administration coming in next January. Right now, America and the world really needs John Denver more than ever. Sadly, I think too many people don't know or remember who he was, but we need to preserve his legacy and his message, and I think if he would've been alive today, I guarantee John Denver would've championed the issue of climate change facing our country and the world too.

David Broden
144 Maynard Rd Apt 403D
Framingham, MA 1701

I hope you will both continue efforts to stop climate change at the state level and press the White House to take action at the federal level.

Jon Barrows
84 Hyde Park Ave # 3
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130

I live in a beautiful area called Cape Cod, the area I live in is the busiest area on the Cape. We have an airport, a bus station, a Steam Ship Authority, (to transport, people to the Islands) a hospital, which my road is the main road for the ambulances. Medical buildings all around us, people are either patients or in medical field, so there are tons of cars. A train station, that transports tourists, or people going to Boston or off Cape. Since I have been living here in the past 4 years, I have noticed extreme soot and black dust on basically everything. I know this because where I used to live was a very quiet neighborhood, I want to say county atmosphere. We have wind farms on the cape, and Block Island which is in the process. So for years we need to clean up our act and take charge. Or we will not have a planet left!!!!!
Maryann Groom
82 Camp St # 3
Hyannis, MA 2601

I look at my children and hope that their future will be bright and livable. Please do all you can do to help the children of Massachusetts.

Karen Miller
37 Montclair Rd
Waban, MA 2468
I stand for Mother earth, I stand for my fellow human beings. I stand for my future children and future generations of my family.

Ashley Davis  
1001 North Main Street Apt 10  
RANDOLPH, MA 2368

I strongly encourage you to move forward expeditiously on regional climate plans. We need to stay on track to avoid the worst consequences of climate change.

Leda Zimmerman  
7 Linmoor Ter  
Lexington, MA 2420

I urge you to continue the state’s commitment to clean energy for the health of all citizens today and in the future

Michael Crane  
28 Fencourt Rd  
Canton, MA 2021

If we make it through the next 4 years, you know the way of the future is non-fossil-fuel based business. Please let’s stand together to do the right thing and keep fossil fuels in the ground. Thank you!

Sheila Delson  
82 Laurel Park  
Northampton, MA 1060

If you are actually on the side of the PEOPLE of Massachusetts, you will continue to support strong clean energy plans.

Jonathan Kava  
3 Alisha Dr  
Franklin, MA 2038
I'm a global warming conscious voter. Please stand for us please stand for the environment. Please stand for our children

Josh Konoff
270 Babcock St
Boston, MA 2215

I'm proud, Gov. Baker, to have a governor who's thoughtful enough to work in a bipartisan way to lead Massachusetts and demonstrate to the rest of the nation the importance of this critical issue. Thanks so much!

Anne Alexander
11 Langworthy Rd
Northampton, MA 1060

I'm really proud to live in this state! We're installing solar panels on our newly purchased home and are urging our neighbors to do the same, so protect this beautiful place for our children.

Andrea Falcone
8 Circle Rd
Lexington, MA 2420

In what ways will we be able to live with dignity if we let natural resources perish? Please take a collective stand to save the earth.

Claribel Santiago
71 Sacramento St
Cambridge, MA 2138

It appears that our new Federal Government is just about jobs and to hell with our environment. Everything should be done to save both.

John Phipps
67 South St
Southbridge, MA 1550
It is more important than ever that we in the Northeast States maintain our commitment to reducing our greenhouse gas emissions as specified in the RGGI.

Peter Hornbeck
158 Hesperus Ave
Gloucester, MA 1930

It is the right (and Christian) thing to do.

Naomi Just
7 Sandwich Road
Plymouth, MA 2360

Keep all of our futures and those of our grandchildren foremost in your mind.

Robert Vierling
11 Malden St
Natick, MA 1760

Keep Massachusetts leading the way! Thanks for all you are doing. Keep going!

Brenda Davies
15 Cortland Dr
Amherst, MA 1002

Keep our state on track to meet its climate commitments!

Our states’ Governors and our RGGI representatives should send very powerful signals to the rest of this nation by finalizing strong, bipartisan pollution limits and keeping this state on track to fulfill our climate commitments - which benefit us, give us state pride, and keep our economy moving in the best direction, which also is most sustainable..

Maynard Clark
650 Huntington Avenue, Apt 11J
Boston, MA 2115
Lead Massachusetts into a low-carbon energy future --- please!

Robert Toop
82 Harvard Rd
Stow, MA 1775

Let us be forward for the future and finalize the RGGI!

Alice Schafer
130C Seminary Ave Apt 317
Auburndale, MA 2466

Let’s continue to be a leader in caring for our climate and our humanity.

Nancy Demuth
64 Tedesco St.
Marblehead, MA 1945

Let’s keep Massachusetts in the forefront where climate change is concerned,

Your support will be remembered by all!

Dorothy Fingan
9 Hoover Rd
Northborough, MA 1532

Let’s lead the nation in reducing greenhouse gas.

Rebecca Strauss
92 Riverview Ave
Waltham, MA 2453
Living on the Cape, I am acutely aware of the dangers of climate change and the opportunities for economic development of renewable energy sources. Please keep Massachusetts at the forefront of this important effort.

Carol Ewing
3 Nautical Ln
South Yarmouth, MA 2664

Lower the RGGI caps early will drive our economy forward, creating more clean energy jobs and putting the northeast in an excellent position for the future, while lowering pollution and health problems.

Jane Winn
29 Highland Ave
Pittsfield, MA 1201

MA can be a leader and an example of WISE and PROGRESSIVE action regarding the climate/environment problem. Let's do it!

Susan Foley
225 Munger Hill Rd
Westfield, MA 1085

Many of us are very worried about the effect Trump's election will have on our quality of life. He doesn't grasp the seriousness of the situation, and seems to have little knowledge of, or respect for, the environment. You have to help keep him in check.

James Vander Poel
20 Potter Cir
Northborough, MA 1532

Massachusetts can be a leader in smart and sustainable climate protection. Let's show how we do that by finalizing pollution limits and decisively meeting our climate commitments.

Rachel Youdelman
60 Dudley St Apt 118
Chelsea, MA 2150
Massachusetts’ commitment to the environment is important to me and I hope you’ll continue supporting this state’s ethics and beliefs in the environment.

Gillian Daniels
31 Ossipee Rd Apt 2
Somerville, MA 2144

Massachusetts is the forerunner state for progressive action. Please, let’s continue that legacy in this crucial arena

Cie Simurro
PO Box 295
Shelburne Falls, MA 1370

Massachusetts should be a leader and show the US that proactive climate policy can create good jobs and save the environment!

Lisa Campana
35 Grant Ave
Waltham, MA 2453

My family has taken action by getting our electricity from non carbon energy sources because we value the environment. We need to protect the environment for future generations.

Margot Lenhart
105 Beaconsfield Rd
Brookline, MA 2445

My grandchildren are benefiting from solar. Please help our state, region and nation help keep the planet safe! I, my children and some of my grandchildren suffer from asthma which increases medical costs. We need a clean environment! Thank you for taking action!

Donna Zehring
9 Moosehorn Hill Cir
Hubbardston, MA 1452
Nothing is more important.

Amy Wilcox
52 Main St
Dover, MA 2030

Now is the time to show leadership. If we don't take science seriously and make an honest effort to reduce carbon emissions and develop renewables full scale, then what will our children inherit?

Carl Kurz
53 Lawn St # 1
Roxbury, MA 2120

Now! This is urgent.

Carolyn Villanova
820 W Housatonic St
Pittsfield, MA 1201

On a local level, As we progress with technology we can secure our economies with locally produced and stored energy. Add to that a local view on micro grid resiliency and security. Please keep science atop the agenda.

Thank you.

Dominick
Dominick Villane
PO Box 271
Pittsfield, MA 1202

On behalf of my 2 young sons, and all the other children who will be inheriting the results of our decisions today in the coming decades, please act strongly now to stabilize the climate and reduce the financial devastation of increasing super storms. We owe it to them. Thank you.

Hilary Graham
16 Pine Ridge Rd
Arlington, MA 2476
Our children’s futures are at stake. Please stay on track with our climate commitments.

Andrea Maloney
41 Hillside Ave
Concord, MA 1742

Our home is powered 90% by solar panels. If it were not for government support we could not afford to do the right thing for the environment. Our State supports great energy saving programs reducing our collective carbon footprint. We need to continue to do this at a faster rate using all means possible.

Lynn Spensley
48 Booth Rd
Dedham, MA 2026

P.S. The Mass Save program works great for homeowners. I bought a heat pump system for cheap heat and cooling through it. I buy electricity generated by “Just Energy” which counts as renewable. Insulation had been installed through an earlier program.

Thanks,

William King

William King
23 Greymere Rd
Brighton, MA 2135

Please act in the best interests of the planet.

Sybil Schlesinger
22 Rockland St
Natick, MA 1760

Please also go on the record denouncing the decision to have a climate change denier leading the EPA. I appreciate your help in protecting our earth for the next generation.

Bethany Berkowitz
45 Simpson Ave Apt B
Somerville, MA 2144
Please do everything you can to reverse rising temperatures. You know global warming is real but our new administration ignores science in favor of profit. We depend on you to help save this planet and this society. Please.

Laurie Wodin
7 Nelson St
Upton, MA 1568

Please do this to protect the future of this country, of this planet, and of coming generations! With a climate change denier soon to be in office, we need to make as much progress at a state level as we possibly can. Thank you!

Sasha Williams
31 Mount Pleasant St
Cambridge, MA 2140

Please help to protect the earth. It is the only home we have.

Ann Seigel
15 Arborwood Rd
Acton, MA 1720

PLEASE help us fix what we as humans have broken.

cheryl fenton
53 elm street
medford, MA 2155

Please keep MA on track, it is more important now than ever.

Jean Kut
271 W Washington St
Hanson, MA 2341
Please keep this world wonderful

Sandie Bernstein
25 Maguire Rd
Wayland, MA 1778

Please make certain Massachusetts stays on track with its determination to institute clean energy. We must remain a trailblazer with it!

W Katherine Hoak
1178 Bancroft Rd
Becket, MA 1223

Please please please keep Mass on track to meet the state’s commitment to the climate!!!

Laura Ricard
5 Jenks St
Amherst, MA 1002

Please protect the environment from the fascist regime’s destructive policies.

Rebecca Bleakley
77 Morgan Dr
Taunton, MA 2780

Please remain true to your Massachusetts constituents.

Elizabeth Rhodes
742 E 4th St Apt 1
South Boston, MA 2127
Please remember that climate change affects all of us especially the poor.

Kathleen Carpenter
15 Settlers Way
Bourne, MA 2532

Please save our earth.

- John Taylor....diehard republican, diehard pro environment supporter.

john taylor
69 Cross Rd
Rochester, MA 2770

Please stay on track to help preserve the future of our planet for all of us and our children and grandchildren to come.

Marie Babbitt
21 1/2 New Ludlow Rd
Granby, MA 1033

Please take action to support clean energy initiatives and protect the environment.

Marc Sibella
47 Beverly Ave
Marblehead, MA 1945

Please work to protect the environment for future generations.

Joan Giovino
480 Chauncy St
Mansfield, MA 2048
Please!
Donald Button
17 Chenery Ter
Belmont, MA 2478

Please, it's about time to start doing the right thing.
Tomas Vallejo
245 Beacon St
Boston, MA 2116

Please, don't let years of tireless work be destroyed. And please, protect our futures.
Elyse Barnard
888 Massachusetts Ave Apt 11
Cambridge, MA 2139

Please, no fracked gas.
Clifford Phillips
176 Main St
Northfield, MA 1360

Protecting the environment is the most important issue facing our planet.
Marsha Downing
45 Hull Shore Dr Apt 204
Hull, MA 2045
Remember what Thomas Edison said: "I'd put my money on the sun and solar energy.. what a source of power! I hope we don't have to wait until coal and oil run out to tackle that one! I wish I had more years left to work on it."

Please governor take to heart the urgency of Massachusetts leadership in moving away completely from fossil fuels!

Gregory Caplan  
93 Sedgwick St  
Jamaica Plain, MA 2130

Renewable energy projects do a lot to raise our spirits in Massachusetts. Your backing is especially meaningful.

Dorothy Weaver  
203 Veeley Rd  
Sheffield, MA 1257

SAVE OUR CHILDREN!

Donnarae Hirt  
53 Clinton Pl  
Newton Center, MA 2459

So glad to have your leadership on this.

Meg Fisher  
60 Bears Den Dr  
Sunderland, MA 1375

Stand strong.

Jenne Sindoni  
119 Marion St  
Wilmington, MA 1887
Stay the course and ignore Trump!

Tony Mendousa
20 Cross Rd
Orleans, MA 2653

thank you
Maryjo Stanley
85 Pine St
Florence, MA 1062

Thank you again for all your hard work.

Mary Mooradian
7 Pleasant St
Wellesley, MA 2482

thank you for helping us live in a safe world

Esther Shilcrat
250 Woodcliff Rd
Newton, MA 2461

Thank you for signing the Omnibus Energy Bill last session. Please help our state create more Green jobs by signing the Green Bank bill and strenghtening our wind energy and storage plans next year!

Emma Stamas
5 Gilbert Dr.
Colrain, MA 1340
Thank you for signing the Omnibus Energy Bill last session. Please help our state create more Green jobs by signing the Green Bank bill and strengthening our wind energy and storage plans next year!

Emma Stamas
5 Gilbert Dr.
Colrain, MA 1340

Thank you for taking the time to consider my request.

Gretchen Knaust-Heick
84 Knollwood Dr
Westfield, MA 1085

Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

Sue Dutch
Susan Dutch
107 Putnam Dr
Westfield, MA 1085

Thank you for your concern about our future, specially for our children and grandchildren.

Marilyn Vallejo
7 Darren Dr
Shrewsbury, MA 1545
Thank you for your consideration on this Governor Baker.

Jenn Smithwood-Green
10 Prospect St
Maynard, MA 1754

Thank you for your consideration. I hope I can count on your support of this request.

Cheryl Rigby
10 Ivy Ln
Ashland, MA 1721

Thank you for your environmental action work, and your commitment to the future of the RGGI, in order to ensure that future generations are able to thrive.

Jill Mcmillan
30 Upland Rd Unit 3
Cambridge, MA 2140

Thank you for your leadership as there is no denying climate change. The time is now for all of us to do everything we can as stewards of the environment.

Jennifer Hackel
91 Sherman St Apt 7
Cambridge, MA 2140

Thank you for your special focus on finding the best ways to respond to our changing climate which improving Massachusetts’ economic well being.

Linda Stantial
23 Kendal Common Rd
Weston, MA 2493
Thank you Gov!

Maria Cox
22 Olde Surrey Dr
Acton, MA 1720

Thank you, Governor Baker. The whole country will need to see your great leadership on climate issues, now more than ever!

Shira Lion
20 Linden St
Arlington, MA 2476

Thank you.

Lynn Clancy
Lynn Clancy
24 Oakhurst Cir
Needham, MA 2492

Thanks for all of us, and see what you can do about over-population in the world!

Larry Brody
53 Baker St
Holliston, MA 1746

The future of our health and wellbeing, and that of our grandchildren depend on you.

Joyce Voorhis
1366 Pleasant St
Brockton, MA 2301
The future of our younger generation is at stake. Don’t ignore this!

Deborah McCormack
11 Reed Ln
Littleton, MA 1460

The northeast can be a climate protection leader. Do your best for the citizens of MA

Dorothy Anderson
125 River St
Weymouth, MA 2191

The quality of our environment is very important to me, and it scares me that we will soon have a president who is not committed to preserving our natural resources and supporting sustainability. I hope that you will stand up for clean energy and help make our state a leader in terms of climate protection!

Shelley Kwok
11 Winthrop St
Medford, MA 2155

The right thing for people, planet, and profit. A win, win, win.

Kevin O’Brien
155 Highland Ave
Watertown, MA 2472

The text above was drafted by the Sierra Club, an organization I support. I also support the Mass Audubon Society. I hope that you too support the work of these organizations. Though you are a Republican, I hope that you are unlike Donald Trump; that you accept that the effects of human-induced climate change are real; and that you will do all you can to mitigate and reverse those effects. Thank you.

Ken Pierce
284 Harvard St
Cambridge, MA 2139
The world is watching how Massachusetts will act now.

Mary Dewart
90 Toxteth St
Brookline, MA 2446

think long term, please stop prioritizing short term financial & business interests over clean air and pure water. Essential to life for all. respect nature; not only money governor baker, please!

Alice Templeton
20 Soley St
Charlestown, MA 2129

This is a scary time for our world in terms of leadership for climate change. But it doesn't have to be. Massachusetts can take a lead in progressive ideas for creating a profitable, sustainable, green economy. Please create and support policies based on the sound science of climate change - whether it be wind farms, solar energy, or supper for electric vehicles which Massachusetts is already showing support for. If our leadership works, others will follow.

Nishchal Sidhu
6 Westminster St
Hyde Park, MA 2136

This is an extremely high priority to safeguard our future.

Marcia Coling
61 Buffington Hill Rd
Worthington, MA 1098

This is particularly mandatory for our coastline. Thank you

Richard Hilton
394 Littlefield Rd
Boxborough, MA 1719
This is so important! Please do make it a priority for ourselves and future generations.

Thank you

Lynn Bengston
37 North St
Belchertown, MA 1007

This isn’t about stifling business. It’s about growing new ones that protect the natural resources that sustain us.

Jennifer Kerwood
43 Willis Avenue
Medford, MA 2155

Today I heard our coast provides the best wind in the world - a ‘Saudi Arabia’ of wind!! Please continue to support the development of more wind farms as well. Can a state institute a carbon tax?

Susan Turner
182 Magazine St
Cambridge, MA 2139

We can’t afford to not take action on climate change. Our children are depending on us.

Heidi Rood
10 Daniels Rd
Mendon, MA 1756

We have no time to spare. Please be bold and courageous.

Wendy Frontiero
32 Abbott St
Beverly, MA 1915
We have only one planet to live on. We need to protect it for us and those who follow us.

Milton Lestz
614 Crane Ave
Pittsfield, MA 1201

We know climate change is real. We must continue to lead with making Massachusetts more biker and Walker friendly and improve public transportation along with other measures mentioned. These efforts will make our state more appealing to travelers, less obese and perhaps even less reliant on services like the Ride if our regular public transport is improved.

Joanna Mann
118 Cottage St
Norwood, MA 2062

We must continue our efforts to fight climate change and resist those who deny science simply to line their own pockets. Keep Massachusetts a leader, please!

Dina Friedman
16 Barstow Ln
Hadley, MA 1035

We need Republican leaders who have a vision for a healthy future. The ‘guns, god, gas and greed gang’ is taking the planet to extinction.

Nelson Scarborough
4 Hampton Ln
Andover, MA 1810
We need to continue to protect the planet that we live on and the only way to do that is to continue to do whatever it takes to keep the environment clean and everybody needs to do their part.

Maureen Medaglia  
72 Nicholas Rd Apt 62  
Framingham, MA 1701

We need to create institutional frameworks that encourage rooftop solar and even small wind turbines on office buildings.

Karen Thomas-Alyea  
157 Newport St  
Arlington, MA 2476

We need to do all we can to reduce GHG emissions in a race to keep our planet livable. This is a matter of life or death to many--many of whom have very little to contribute to the problem. I'm proud that MA and other RGGI states have taken the leadership in combatting climate change.

Fran Ludwig  
19 Wyman Rd  
Lexington, MA 2420

We need to stand together as a positive example of what we can and must do, no matter the political climate, to secure a healthy future for our children & our country. Thank you.

Dana Menon  
4 Hickory Hill Rd  
Manchester, MA 1944

We need you to fight for our ability to breath clean air & our planet's ability to survive as a healthy place for all life.

Bonnie Lambert  
21 Ridgeway Cir  
West Newbury, MA 1985
We owe it to our children, our grandchildren and beyond to continue to be guardians of this great earth we call home. And we can continue this guardianship right here on our own patch. It begins here, it begins now. Thank you.

Mary Lou Crimmins
50 Winchester St Apt 201
Brookline, MA 2446

We personally are looking at investing in solar in hopes of finding another way to help our environment be clean for all living things. We have faith in you that you will keep our whole state going in the same direction.

Claire and Bruce Townend
123 Crane Rd
Windsor, MA 1270

We would like your legacy to be known as the environmental Governor in a state that can only thrive by creating a clean and renewable energy economy, for electricity, heating and transportation and by continuing and expanding our state’s worldwide leadership role.

Edward Woll Jr
79 Dana Street
Cambridge, MA 2138

Were hoping to include your initiatives online via ClimateCongress. Thank you for working for the Massachusetts we’ve always known.

Melissa Aitken
50 Cleveland Ave
Braintree, MA 2184

With the change over in our political structure—the powers to be, it is extremely important that as many politicians as possible stand firm on climate control. It is inexplicable that the world powers have not made this a priority. How much longer will our Earth be available to us and all living creatures if we do not try to save it?

Bridget Galway
17 Howe St Apt 2
Somerville, MA 2145
With the election of self-proclaimed climate change denier Donald Trump and the appointment of other climate-change deniers to his cabinet, the world will face a grave threat to sustainability. Please do what you can to mitigate these terrible influences by finalizing RGGI.

Mary Ann Svenning
114 Branch St Unit 12
Scituate, MA 2066

Withdrawing from our clean energy commitment will result in environment degradation that will plague the future for everyone, everywhere.

Richard Fenton
3 Nipmuc Rd
Paxton, MA 1612

You are doing a wonderful job as our Governor in Massachusetts. It is important to me that we do our best to help protect the environment and ensure a clean, healthy future for the children around us.

Amy Dziewit
75 Main St Unit 105
Amesbury, MA 1913

And please renew tax credits to home owners who choose to install efficient heating and air conditioning systems. Thank you.

John Stafford Love
8040 Quarterfield Rd
Severn, MD 21144

As a climate scientist myself I know that the "Global Warming " problem is real and that greenhouse gases are a major cause. As a grandfather of 7 children I hope that we will address this problem before it is too late. Please do your best to keep us focused on solving this problem.

Thank you

Albert. J. Fleig, PhD
Albert Fleig
8705 Burning Tree Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
As a college student studying green energy and water resource and atmospheric science, that is about to enter the real world, it's a bit scary to think that the field that my peers and I are studying to get a job in, that at once had so much hope, could diminish very quickly. I hope you feel that our jobs matter too. Please keep strict standards regardless of what changes in federal policy, for my future career, the career of my peers, the careers of my teachers, researchers and others working on keeping the earth a healthy place to live, and also for the future of my future children. I hope they get to grow up in as beautiful of a world as I did.

Thank you,

Kristen M

Kristen McCarthy
1701 Stone Gate Blvd
Elkton, MD 21921

As a democrat who voted for you in the past election, I would be tremendously disappointed for you to fail in this effort to make our state a cleaner, safer, and more prosperous area. Cole is dead, it isn't coming back. We need to invest in sustainable sources that take us forward, not back.

Justin Anderson
145 Frost Ave
Frostburg, MD 21532

As a fairly new resident in Maryland and a long time Sierra Club and Wilderness Guardians supporter, I was pleased to see the progressive and business friendly initiatives both in Maryland and regionally. We must continue along this path to a clean energy future and toward decreasing and eventually eliminating our dependence on fossil fuels and the economic strangulation of the petrochemical monopoly - with or without a federal EPA.

Paul Smock
150 Crosstimber Way
Frederick, MD 21702

as climate change accelerates, Maryland needs to lead the way more than ever

Linda Silversmith
260 New Mark Esplanade
Rockville, MD 20850
As you have probably noticed, Annapolis is often afflicted with non-storm related flooding. We need to take action to decrease carbon emissions and minimize sea level rise.

Ann Burchard
680 Americana Dr Apt 26
Annapolis, MD 21403
At age 85, and after living and working in Europe, Asia, South America and Puerto Rico, I have lived long enough and seen enough of the world to know the importance of protecting the environment - it is the very life source for our grandchildren. And near home, the Chesapeake Bay needs everything we can give to restore the health of its ecosystem. You are key to this whole process. We count on you to do all that you can for the environment.

Ellis Shenk  
955 Hillswood Rd Apt H  
Bel Air, MD 21014

*Climate change is an urgent problem that must transcend all political differences.*

Terry Travers-Davin  
7427 Timothys Way  
Easton, MD 21601

*Climate change is happening!*

Douglas Wolters  
9218 Manchester Rd  
Silver Spring, MD 20901

*Consistent with your proposal to start schools after Labor Day, it makes sense to adhere to Maryland's commitments to reduce greenhouse emissions.*

Jim Ross  
12805 Hammonton Rd  
Silver Spring, MD 20904

*Dear Governor Hogan, i BELIEVE YOU ARE A GOOD LEADER OF MARYLAND. PLEASE HONOR MY WISH THAT YOU KEEP MARYLAND ON TRACK TO MEET ITS CLIMATE COMMITMENTS THROUGH THE REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE. I KNOW YOU LISTEN TO YOUR MEMBERS OF THIS GOOD STATE. THANK YOU FOR MY PRECIOUS FAMILY. LOVE, LOVE, LOVE, JANE*

Jane Buxton Brown  
6102 Bellinham Ct Apt 931  
Baltimore, MD 21210
Do it for our children’s future and for the health of our planet, please!

Gabriela Roque
1303 Airlie Way
Baltimore, MD 21239

Due to the national election with it’s climate change deniers, this is more important than ever! Thank you in advance for all your efforts.

E.S. Chase
1229 Glencrest Ter
Pasadena, MD 21122

Every effort, however small, can prove to be monumental. Please make that effort.

Dorris Malik
5230 Lightning View Rd
Columbia, MD 21045

Every effort, however small, can prove to be monumental. Please make that effort.

Dorris Malik
5230 Lightning View Rd
Columbia, MD 21045

Finally, I’d be remiss not to point out the enormous contribution to greenhouse gas emissions caused by animal agriculture. For the future of our children, our planet, and our own health, we need to begin the process of shifting resources away from these harmful industries into plant-based alternatives.

Nick Piston
5253 Pine Bark Ct
Columbia, MD 21045
Governor Hogan, please do all you can to keep moving forward to reduce Maryland's carbon footprint in our beautiful state. Thank you,

William J. Moore, Jr.

William Moore
46 Tivoli Lake Ct
Silver Spring, MD 20906

Governor Hogan, please ensure that Maryland will be a beautiful home to my children and grandchildren. Forget the politics - think about our future.

Megan Anderson
107 Teachers Way Apt 4094
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

In your position, you have access to the best information about threats to our climate. I believe that you know well enough that the damage being done to our atmosphere is not a hoax. We need to continue building clean energy sources, solar and wind, and closing fossil fuel plants as soon as practicable. Please lead our state forward by continuing to protect our state from air pollution. Thank you.

Lawrence Tierney
45211 Cove Manor Rd
California, MD 20619

I am confident that the citizens of Maryland can do this with the backing of their elected officials. There is a burgeoning interest in solar power participation in my area and tremendous concern regarding the preservation and advancement of climate commitments post-November 8. We need to stay on track with Maryland commitments to a clean energy economy.

My sincere thanks for your continued support of this effort.

Elaine Emling
8901 Sudbury Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20901
I am proud that Maryland is a state that recognizes the importance of pollution limits and maintaining climate commitments. Creating a sustainable planet is very, very important to me as a citizen of this state. It is one of my top priorities. Please make sure we will continue to lead the nation.

Marsha Hardy
12237 Quince Valley Dr
North Potomac, MD 20878
I am very concerned that our country will lose many of the hard-fought battles to help reduce our carbon footprint and many other environmental protections under the new Trump administration. I urge you to help Maryland continue to be a leader in environmental and common sense legislation. Thank you for serving as our Governor.

Jamie And Peter Rosenson
882 Chinquapin Crest Dr
Harwood, MD 20776

I am writing to you today as a concerned father of two small children. Anthropomorphic climate change is happening and needs to be addressed by all actors. The RGGI is one market tool that can be used to drive the clean energy economy forward. Our children and their children need action.

Robert Hermstein
9124 Bradford Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20901

I appreciate the work you have done for Maryland and her citizens. Please continue the same in supporting the Greenhouse Gas Initiative, as well as the ban on fracking in Maryland.

Debra Fazi
10187 Owen Brown Rd
Columbia, MD 21044

I believe you can be a HERO to many in your state by continuing the freeze on fracking, rolling back development of Cove Point as an LNG export facility and continuing support of community solar. What a Blessing you could be and a role model for people in every state.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Robinson
Sheila Robinson
9430 Wandering Way
Columbia, MD 21045
I find the environment to be the most important issue for all the people for now and the future. However you view the root CAUSES Of climate fluctuations, we need to find ways to safeguard our future. What actions we CAN take we should take.

Lisa Hoffmeyer
9 Madison Mills Ct
Catonsville, MD 21228
I have small children and I want to limit the worst effects of climate change for them and their classmates. They deserve better.

Shannon Shea
70 Moore Dr
Rockville, MD 20850

I want Maryland to a national leader in this, as it has been in education and health and other areas. In fact, this is more important than all the others.

Clarence Maloney
308 Clagett Dr
Rockville, MD 20851

I want my children to breath clean air and to preserve our bay for future generations.

Sarah Spengeman
8313 Roanoke Ave Apt 3
Takoma Park, MD 20912

I work in Maryland's growing clean energy industry, and we need leadership from you to indicate to the market that clean energy solutions have a strong foundation. We are working hard to create jobs, spur economic growth, and make Maryland more sustainable. Thank you for your support Governor!

Alexander Rakow
7401 Glenside Drive
Takoma Park, MD 20912

I'm a new grandfather and I want our planet to in better condition for my lovely granddaughter than it will be if we don't do something now.

Steven White
17801 Fraley Farm Rd
Rockville, MD 20855
It is very, very important that we fully commit to reducing greenhouse gases to prevent climate disaster. It is not a hoax, it is an urgent issue of the utmost importance!

Charles Alexander  
PO Box 4752  
Lutherville, MD 21094

It is vitally important that we make significant progress on reducing pollution and using clean energy. Thank you.

Merikay Smith  
14909 Spring Meadows Dr  
Germantown, MD 20874

It would be the wisest thing you could do.

Michael Fine  
10118 Parkwood Dr  
Bethesda, MD 20814

It’s quite simple, either we drastically reduce our pollution or the world as we know it will be gone. Please keep money out of your decision to do the right thing.

Dede Binder  
104 Green Spring Dr  
Annapolis, MD 21403

Let Maryland be a climate protection leader

Theresa Bush-Warren  
414 Drury Ln  
Baltimore, MD 21229
Let Maryland be the leader in this historical revolution!
Steven Johnson
19009 Old Baltimore Rd.
Brookeville, MD 20833

Let us keep Maryland ahead of the curve.
Max Obuszewski
431 Notre Dame Ln Apt 206
Baltimore, MD 21212

Let's have Maryland lead the way into the future.
Beverly Antonio
317 Spaniard Neck Rd
Centreville, MD 21617

Let's not wreck the planet. It's the only one my grandchildren will ever have.
John Barnes
7124 Millbury Ct
Elkridge, MD 21075

Maryland has a high rate of people with asthma and many types of cancer. Do the right thing to help repair our toxic environment.
Katgetune Larrabee
604 Silkwood Ct
Annapolis, MD 21401
Maryland has a high rate of people with asthma and many types of cancer. Do the right thing to help repair our toxic environment.

Katgetune Larrabee
604 Silkwood Ct
Annapolis, MD 21401

Maryland is a leader in so many ways. Let's continue to lead the nation in climate protection and a clean energy economy.

Patricia Tice
10505 Streamview Ct
Potomac, MD 20854

Maryland is an ecological treasure. We should protect our ability to keep it that way by setting the standards for pollution reduction and cleaner energy production.

Peter Keck
318 S Chester St
Baltimore, MD 21231

Maryland must continue to be a state where protecting the environment that sustains our very life is protected, especially in this dangerous political climate.

Joan Gugerty
13907 Manor Rd
Baldwin, MD 21013

Maryland will pay a high price, especially at the coast, Atlantic and Chesapeake Bay's many coves and inlets, if Global Warming is not quickly limited.

We need a state green Civilian Conservation Corps to carry projects to combat it...projects developed by citizens and scientists at the local level.

William Neil
149 Maple St
Frostburg, MD 21532
Mother Earth demands your respect.

Max Obuszewski
431 Notre Dame Lane, Apt. 206
Baltimore, MD 21212

Moving from fossil fuels to clean energy is a direction that can’t lose and we need to take it.

Barbara Stone
215 Wye Ave
Easton, MD 21601

My grandson will be born any day now. Let’s think out Earth in 30, 40, 50 plus years from now.

Susan Jiacinto
3731 Bay Dr
Edgewater, MD 21037

Need to you to stay strong in liberal Maryland against possible initiatives by a reactionary federal government.

Stanaforth Hopkins
10814 Harding Rd
Laurel, MD 20723

Our environment is still worth protecting! Its where we must live and breath!

Maxine Malenda
122 Riverview Ave
Annapolis, MD 21401
Our state could do our part in mitigating climate change, regardless of what the new president does out of unbelievable disregard/ignorance of scientific evidence.

Trinidad Sensenig
11609 Milbern Dr
Potomac, MD 20854

Please also extend your leadership to neighboring states whose greater attention to a cleaner environment will obviously benefit Marylanders.

Donald Mcnells
11805 Gregerscroft Rd
Potomac, MD 20854

Please be a good steward of our environment. Our children will thank us. Now is the time for action. Thank you.

Mary Ellen Shipe
255 Pysell Rd Apt 44
Mc Henry, MD 21541

Please continue support of a clean environment in all forms: carbon emissions, clean water, Chesapeake Bay restoration, storm water run-off...all of it. Thank you

Ann Hendon
890 Autumn Valley Ln
Gambrills, MD 21054

Please continue to help Maryland be a leader in meeting climate commitments!

Thom Long
3833 Palmetto Ct
Ellicott City, MD 21042
Please do not allow recent political events to obscure the fact that carbon pollution is a clear and present danger to our planet and its people. Marylanders need you to keep our state in the forefront in the transition to alternative energy sources. With such uncertainty about what might happen at the national level, our actions as individuals and at the state and local levels become all the more important. We are counting on you to do what is right for our future.

Janet Gingold
13107 Whiteholm Dr
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774

Please do the right thing and consider the impact this initiative will have on future generations.

Dominick Dale
930 S Kenwood Ave
Baltimore, MD 21224

PLEASE FORWARD THE SAKE OF OUR CHILDREN

Dale Zazanis
3600 Hope Commons Ct
Frederick, MD 21704

Please help control climate change!

Debra Bittner
2208 Spring Lake Dr
Timonium, MD 21093

Please help insure that our children and grandchildren inherit a healthy environment by supporting the RGGI.

Charles Blair
1017 Ridge Rd
Pylesville, MD 21132
Please help to make climate actions a bipartisan initiative. It is becoming a national security issue that will cost more if we delay action.

James Palmer
3821 Walt Ann Dr
Ellicott City, MD 21042

Please help us conserve and save our world, it is our home! By denying that we have anything to do with its demise, we show how ignorance can come in the way of our survival. Help us love our planet and love each other! Thank you

Erin Sudek
3539 Bay Dr
Baltimore, MD 21220

Please make Maryland clean air a priority when determining how the state will distribute funds to ensure our state remains proactive in continuing to improve a healthful environment.

Edith Smith
6250 Woodwinds Ct
Mount Airy, MD 21771

Please say no to fracking in MD. Your gold mine isn't worth our environment. I am totally in favor of reducing greenhouse gases.

Hil Yeskey
1013 Tudor Dr
Crownsville, MD 21032

Please show us that you are the leader we voted for to not only keep our economy strong but our climate clean and safe for all Marylanders now and in the future!

Linda Schubert
4274 Sycamore Dr
Hampstead, MD 21074
Please stop any policy regarding increase of disruptive pollution for climate greenhouse effect thank you very much

Susan Kern
704 Country Village Dr Apt 1B
Bel Air, MD 21014

Progress looks into the future, into future huch tech jobs, in future advanced technologies, in cleaner air in the future through the power of nature. Don't look back, instead create an innovative path for a economically and environmentally safer future

Artemis Herber
2918 Caves Rd
Owings Mills, MD 21117

Recently I was pleased to hear Jim Brochin, my local MD senator, tell a neighborhood group that he appreciates working with you for the good of Maryland.

Thank you!

Barbara Gruver
109 Belmore Rd
Lutherville, MD 21093

Reducing carbon emissions should be a non-partisan issue, and I hope you stay HoganStrong in protecting our future generations from climate change.

Sebastian Smoot
1200 Rainbow Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20905

Renewable energy will be the reliable source of jobs for our uncertain times: the sooner we get started, the better. Let’s lead the country on this path - the only one that guarantees us a future.

From my solar-powered house,

Claude G.
Claude Guillemard
9 Edgemoor Rd
Timonium, MD 21093
Subject: RGGI Please support this program fully.

Veronica Poklemba
11209 Jon Ct
Ijamsville, MD 21754

Thank you for caring and service.

Jan Kelly
213 Brewster Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20901

Thank you for considering my message.

George Bason
4601 N. Park Ave., Apt. 104
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Thank you for taking a proactive stand against climate change

Robert Lumsden
2673 Cunningham Hole Rd
Annapolis, MD 21401

Thank you for your efforts to protect our state's air, land and water and to keep Maryland moving forward to a better future.

Timothy Lidard
3407 Pinewood Ave
Baltimore, MD 21206
Thank You for your help so far. Let's 'keep a good thing going' by continuing to reduce the level of pollution! Your grand-children (and their descendants) will be grateful to you.

Christopher Scherer
10 Parkway Apt E
Greenbelt, MD 20770

Thank you for your help, Sir!

Dagmar Morgan
550 Deep Creek Vw
Annapolis, MD 21409

Thank you for your representation in this matter.

Ciara Simon
904 Ramsay St
Baltimore, MD 21223

Thank you so much for continuing this useful effort.

Emily

Emily Wurtz
4907 Cumberland Ave
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Thank you very much!

Anthony Porco
8365 Perri Dr
Savage, MD 20763
Thank you, Governor Hogan!
Margaret Kulow  
434 Spalding Ct  
Westminster, MD 21158

Thank you,  
*Karen Laschinsky*  
Karen Laschinsky  
5 Bexleigh Ct  
Parkville, MD 21234

Thank you.  
Ellen Halbert  
46454 Cherryfield Ln  
Drayden, MD 20630

Thanks for your informed understanding.  
Avis Ogilvy  
436 Russell Ave  
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

The climate and pollution (besides civil liberties) are my biggest concerns with the new administration.  
Pls protect our earth and our future.  
Risa Jampel  
1 Ruby Field Ct  
Baltimore, MD 21209
The climate must be protected. This isn't something that should be debated. The American Northeast had led the United States for generations and we should not back down on this front.

Steven Johnson
19009 Old Baltimore Rd
Brookeville, MD 20833

The environment us a bipartisan issue we should all support.

Charlie Garlow
9929 Woodburn Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20901

The future health of our planet and of immense local importance, the Chesapeake Bay, is an issue so very important to me and my family. Please keep our environment's health forefront in your mind as you create future legislation for our state.

Nichole Sappington
1242 W. 37th Street
Baltimore, MD 21211

These steps will also serve to mitigate toxic air pollution which affects all Marylanders.

Richard Reis
711 Copley Ln
Silver Spring, MD 20904

Think about what's best for our children and grandchildren!

Dick Howlett
1265 Lavall Dr
Davidsonville, MD 21035
This is a case of being safe rather than sorry. If we do not do all we can to protect the environment and reduce pollution, we will no longer have a world in which we can live—or want to live.

Carol Purcell
17517 White Ground Rd
Boyds, MD 20841

This is a subject of utmost importance to the world. I am deeply disturbed that our national leadership is now firmly against taking action on climate change. I hope that you will follow a different path.

Betsy Johnson
4413 Ridge St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

This is absolutely critical and is what the taxpayers want! Please move our environmental commitments forward!

Pamela Weissman
3706 Menlo Dr
Baltimore, MD 21215

This is an exceptionally scary time for the state of our environment. Especially with this new administration coming in! Please keep our state pro active in the direction in protecting the climate and advance a prosperous clean energy economy.

Denise Copeland
2102 Heritage Dr
Baltimore, MD 21209

This is important to our state and to my children. Do the right thing!

Robin Grossfeld
6901 breezewood terrace
Rockville, MD 20852
This is one of many measures that will contribute to leaving our children and grandchildren with a cleaner greener planet.

Elizabeth Biliske
23556 Gilpin Point Road
Preston, MD 21655

This is so important for the continuing health of all the people.

Barbara Sutton
3128 Gracefield Rd Apt 314
Silver Spring, MD 20904

This is the time to start moving to sustainable fuels. The economy is relatively strong, and aside from the environmental advantages, eventually we will run out of oil and natural gas. In addition, embracing wind and solar creates good jobs.

Robert Erdman
7628 Laurel Leaf Dr
Potomac, MD 20854

We are counting on you to make the environment a priority for our children and grandchildren. Thank you!

June Fletcher-Hill
2025 Carterdale Rd
Baltimore, MD 21209

We are in a time where leadership is critical. Maryland must continue to show strong leadership in the fight to reduce the impact of fossil fuels on the local and global climate. We have a responsibility for future generations to be responsible stewards of all lands.

Colleen Reilly
7302 Broxburn Ct
Bethesda, MD 20817
We can be the state that leads the Nation in Renewable energy and reduction of air pollution!

Jeannette Bartelt
530 Ellrose Ct
Frederick, MD 21703

We can do this together!

emily rodman
6616 Gude Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912

We can not stop the momentum now! Let's show the rest of the country and keep moving forward. There are more people working in clean energy now than in the oil and gas industries!

Craig Beach
417 Cockey's Mill Rd
Reisterstown, MD 21136

We can't afford to go backward on climate change initiatives!

Elaine Wunderlich
3148 Gracefield Rd Apt 425
Silver Spring, MD 20904

We can't count on the Feds! The states must respond to community demands for climate action -- and LEAD!

Jan Bargen
PO Box 2819
Silver Spring, MD 20915
We count on you. Thank you for steering towards saving the Planet.

Malgorzata Schmidt
244 Dill Ave
Frederick, MD 21701

We have made great strides please keep going!

Richard Moll
8851 Wilson Ave
Parkville, MD 21234

We must take climate change AND its CONSEQUENCES seriously!!! We cannot continue to ignore and deny its realities that we are facing now!!! Make Maryland a leader in the fight to face and address climate changes and solutions that can slow its consequences!!!

David Bremenstuhl, Education Laureate
9601 Brink Rd
Gaithersburg, MD 20882

We need this, now more than ever. Thank you for your leadership.

Henry Lowe
503 Murdock Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212

We need those clean-energy jobs, and we need that off-shore wind power developed!

John Kester
624 Sonata Way
Silver Spring, MD 20901
We need to unite together for the good of the U.S., the world, and our children. What better way than moving into 21st century energy sources?

Sabrina Fu
9817 Madelaine Ct
Ellicott City, MD 21042

We owe it to our children to think of the long-term consequences of our actions. Fracking may provide some jobs in the short-term, but renewable energies can provide jobs and economic and human health prosperity for the long term.

Anna Farb
6259 Audubon Dr
Columbia, MD 21044

We've come too far to turn back now, Maryland's children are counting on you to insure a cleaner, brighter future for them!

Mary Humphrey
1102 Oakmoor Ct
Baltimore, MD 21227

What the states do is more important than ever -- and time is running out - at this point we can still ameliorate - but, unfortunately, not completely eliminate the effects of climate change

Linda Silversmith
260 New Mark Esplanade
Rockville, MD 20850

While you're at it push for a fracking ban in Maryland.

David Hardy
12832 Rio Grande Trl
Lusby, MD 20657
With a new president, cabinet & congress coming up in Jan, we must show them that we are serious about reducing global warming, controlling climate change and that we need to keep working on these issues.

Kathryn Watkins
10756 Middleboro Drive
Damascus, MD 20872

With allergies to fossil-fuel airborne exhaust fumes, my wife and I look to you, Mr. Governor, to protect our environment.

John A. Michael
701 King Farm Blvd, Apt 524
Rockville, MD 20850

With federal action on climate change seemingly increasingly unlikely, we REALLY need states like ours to step up and do the heavy lifting. Supporting RGGI is a very big part of that. PLEASE do not withdraw Maryland from this coalition. It CREATES jobs in Maryland and shows other states we remain a leader in reducing our greenhouse gas emissions.

Cheryl Arney
4361 Wild Filly Ct
Ellicott City, MD 21042

With the climate change hoax mentality of the incoming federal administration, it is time for our state to take a leadership position on the issues like this that are important to our state’s citizens.

Allison Feierabend
9615 Linden Ave
Bethesda, MD 20814

With the Federal Govt poised to drop the ball on greenhouse initiatives, Maryland can show the nation what a strong state can do!

Anne Matey
222 Morris Dr
Salisbury, MD 21804
You have the power to change what the GOP has become - harlots back to heroes.

Brenda Songy
40895 Lark Way
Leonardtown, MD 20650

Your leadership sends a good message to democrats.

Susan Gridsky
6060 California Cir
Rockville, MD 20852

Best wishes for a Happy Thanksgiving!

Ellen Popenoe
55 Austin St
Portland, ME 4103

Bring more money to Maine through this successful policy initiative!

Sam Saltonstall
4 Warbler Dr
Topsham, ME 4086

Clean energy is good for the health and future of our people, state, country and the world. The US can either lead the world in clean energy or follow. A nation as great as ours should lead. The state of Maine can be a part of the movement or stay behind. If you truly care about creating good business for Maine, you will work to create business in clean energy.

Christine Lomaka
76 Monument St
Portland, ME 4101
continue to strengthen Maine economy through RGGI

Rep. Deane Rykerson
1 Salt Marsh Ln
Kittery Point, ME 3905

Fat Gov, Fat chance

Robert Fritsch
255 Upper Garland Rd
Dexter, ME 4930

Governor Lepage this is undeniably one of the most important things we can do for ourselves and future generations. In my opinion there is no rational reason to be against clean energy!!

Robert Waterhouse
42 shaw farm rd
Cumberland, ME 4021

Governor we really appreciate your leadership now would you finalize a future for TGGI,
Thanks

Richard Brautigam
82 Matthew Dr
Brunswick, ME 4011

I BEG YOU!

Jim Taylor
PO Box 334
Houlton, ME 4730
I don't know what to say differently. This is so important if we want to continue on this planet as a species. Please, please continue these efforts.

Carol And Peter Collins
10 Grayson Farm Ln
Deer Isle, ME 4627

I know this is useless .asking a useless prick like you to look to the future ,but here it is

Roger Baston
287 Mills Rd
Whitefield, ME 4353

I want to protect this world for my kids, and I think that pushing green energy will not only help alleviate our impact on climate, but create jobs and a better future for our families.

Jasmin Robinson
3 Fox Run Rd
Standish, ME 4084

In addition, I urge you to take steps to make solar energy more available to the residents of Maine. Please don't obstruct the progress towards net metering so solar energy can be more available to us here in Maine.

Jesse Dowling
15 Back Harbor Rd
Kennebunkport, ME 4046

It is critical to the survival of the entire world that Maine lead the US in reducing carbon emissions, as well as implementing clean energy installations. Please keep us on track to do so.

Anne Panos
61 Knickerbocker Ln
Peaks Island, ME 4108
It's good for our economy and for our health. Thank you.

Grace Bartlett
15 Young St
Bangor, ME 4401

I've been a resident of Maine for almost 40 years and have been blessed by the wonderful natural resources of our state. I urge you to work tirelessly for their protection by committing to uphold the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. I know you are concerned about the quality of life for all Mainers and will work with you to protect that for generations to come.

Cheryl Dearman Mills
32 Garden St
Wells, ME 4090

Maine, starting with Portland, will be seriously affected by a rising ocean, which is a consequence of climate change.

Barbara Clark
17 Birch Meadow Rd
Brunswick, ME 4011

Please act responsibly.

James Melloh
47 Sprague St
S Portland, ME 4106

Please do not be short sighted and think about future generations! Thank you for listening.

Candace Corey
142 W Main St
Yarmouth, ME 4096
Please for the sake of our future generations to come, and for us all here on mother earth now, help end climate change by this one step. Thank you.

Lashaya Dibattista
14 Forest Dr
Topsham, ME 4086

Please Governor LePage clean energy is the future and industry brings jobs to our fair state. I love this beautiful place and we must do all we can to protect it.

Henry Arsenault
10 Old Stage Rf
Arrowsic, ME 4530

Please keep Maine green and avoid the massive wildfires happening now in the southern half of our country.

Anne Scheer
PO Box 71
Kittery Point, ME 3905

Please keep up our fight against climate change

Gwen M Brock
202 Town Farm Rd Apt 2
Oakland, ME 4963

Please step up to keep our environment viable for our children.

Becka Gagne
49 Hooper Rd
Franklin, ME 4634
Please support clean energy

Autumn Brook
39 Cathance Farm Ln
Bowdoin, ME 4287

Please take into account the research being done at Maine’s own flagship campus. Climate change is already affecting our world. Please lead the way in cutting carbon pollution in our state. Thank you for listening and reading the wealth of research on climate change.

Holly Costar
236 W Broadway
Bangor, ME 4401

Protect Maine's environment for all to enjoy.

Hope Olmstead
199 Packard Rd
Monmouth, ME 4259

So much of Maine’s economy is dependent on maintaining a clean and unpolluted environment. This is an area where Maine can demonstrate how life really should be.

Karen Gibson
67 Tenny Hill Rd
Raymond, ME 4071

Stop accelerating the Sixth Extinction!

Michael C
124 Ross Rd
Kennebunk, ME 4043
THANK YOU!

Valerie Heath
36 Boody St
Brunswick, ME 4011

The installation of solar panels is important part to meet these goals. Please help homeowners to afford solar panels.

David Merrill
41 Indian Trail Rd.
Newcastle, ME 4553

The level of the tidal creek I live on has risen, and the banks are eroding. Part of Maine is slipping out to see. Please do your part to support international efforts.

Linda Miller Cleary
41 River Locks Rd
Kennebunk, ME 4043

The well being of our children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren depend on meeting our climate commitments.

Henry Newhouse
PO Box 66
New Harbor, ME 4554

We are seeing signs of climate change already here in Arrowsic with increased ticks and higher tides. We take this threat very seriously. Thank you for considering my comments.

Lucy Hull
426 Bald Head Rd
Arrowsic, ME 4530
We have made good progress and I feel it's imperative that we reach our goal. Thank you for all you can do, Governor.

Jean Crawford
1 Collins St
Camden, ME 4843

We have no time to waste...

Bonnie Vierthaler
PO Box 223
South Freeport, ME 4078

We must do all we can to protect our Earth from the increasing effects of pollution. Our children, our grandchildren will have to live with the results of our actions. I don't want my grandchildren, ages 25, 21, 15, 12, and 12 to suffer because we didn't do all we could to leave them a healthy planet.

Carl Smith
398 Mere Point Rd
Brunswick, ME 4011

we need MORE renewable energy!!!

Emery Goff
158 Middle St
Farmington, ME 4938

We need to remember the vital role the environment of Maine plays in our economy and health.

Darrah Wagner
361 North Rd
Winterport, ME 4496
Whether we be conservatives or liberals, we can work together to protect the environment and limit carbon pollution and invest in clean energy. These actions will serve all people regardless of political leanings.

Lyra Engel
18 Windpointe
Freeport, ME 4032

As Democrats Abroad Mexico chair of GOTV efforts, I fully supported your Senate run. Look forward to your work to hold the line for environmental issues. Personally I believe this is the number one issue for mankind but it will take a Herculaneum effort on all our parts. Thank you, Larry.

Larry Pihl
11 Cutler Rd
Hudson, NH 3051

But you realize that if we opt not to do anything regarding the climate change, nothing else really matters...

Eleanor Dubois
38 Bockes Rd
Hudson, NH 3051

Climate is so important for the future health of our communities and families. Please fight the incoming administrations denying of climate change and keep NH green.

Cristine Trayner
2300 Lafayette Rd
Portsmouth, NH 3801

Congratulations on winning the Senate seat! Please continue to fight for Democratic principals! Thanks.

Helen Mcardle
64 Mammoth Rd
Londonderry, NH 3053
Considering the change coming in the government of this country, it is crucial that we stand by all initiatives to improve our climate.

Susan Cohen
2 Mitchell Ln
Hanover, NH 3755

Governor Hassan and RGGI Representatives: This Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative is ONLY ABOUT SAVING OUR PLANET for our children and grandchildren! Please stay focused on the challenge at hand, and ensure that New Hampshire and New England move forward to combat the reality of Global Climate Change in the interest of our future.

Tom & Deborah Hawkins
203 Old Revolutionary Rd
Temple, NH 3084

I absolutely support this!

Kit Lord
4 Bow St
Northwood, NH 3261

I feel it is very important that we continue to find new ways and share with others better ways to say our planet.

Barbara Hartlen
78 Dean Brook Dr
Groveton, NH 3582

I know you understand how important it is to put as many environmental protections in place as possible before the Trump administration is in full swing. Thank you for all you do!

Mary West
86 Broadway
Concord, NH 3301
I supported and voted for your run, good luck senator.

Oscar Hills
52 Cottage St
Portsmouth, NH 3801

It's clear that the country and the international community understand the environmental impact of continued fossil fuel use and development. Let's stand with them, and continue on the path toward a clean energy future. You are in a unique position to do so! Thank you for your time and efforts on behalf of New Hampshire.

Cindy Reid
27 Lovers Lane Rd
Chichester, NH 3258

It's going to be very challenging for the next four years.

David Mast
27 Park Ave
Keene, NH 3431

Looks like it's going to be up to the states to clean up the pollution. Please work toward New Hampshire being in the forefront.

Thanks,

Charlie Pogue
Charlotte Pogue
PO Box 535
Brookline, NH 3033

Maggie-
You were the lone bright spot in the recent election. I hope you are able to work for those of us who are committed to reducing GHG.

Best,

Tracey
Please do all that you can for this important concern, thank you!

Michelle Ramauro
37 Grant St
Keene, NH 3431

Please do the right thing for all beings that breathe...

Karen Stapelfeldt
58 Lily Pond Rd
Barrington, NH 3825

Please, before you leave for the senate, act on RGGI. It's working!

Mary Raven
4 Four Winds Rd
Merrimack, NH 3054

Thank you for all you've done. We can stand to up the ante on RGGI; I urge you to finalize an ambitious future for the program in our state before governor-elect gets to work destroying progress.

Emily Johnson
24 Monroe St
Concord, NH 3301

Thank you for supporting bills to protect our environment.

Paula Callahan
46 Eastern Slope Ter
North Conway, NH 3860
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns regarding this extremely important matter.

Sara Darby
100 Park Ln Apt 212
Contoocook, NH 3229

Thank you!

Robert Eckert
58 Lily Pond Road
Barrington, NH 3825

Thanks again.

Eric Speed
PO Box 117
Strafford, NH 3884

The clean air, clean water, and green space in NH are what brought me here. Maintaining leadership for a clean energy economy will help NH prosper in the long term. Thanks for leading on this.

Suzanne Fong
513 Cushing Rd
Newmarket, NH 3857

There’s only one earth. It’s our home. Let’s take care of it.

Barbara Southard
506 Rowe Mountain Rd
Bradford, NH 3221
This State has more to lose than most. We must stay ahead in the race to protect our climate

Nancy Smith  
259 Shaker Hill Rd  
Enfield, NH 3748

We are counting on you and others (and ourselves) to save us from climate catastrophe!

Eve Kornhauser  
27A Edgewood Rd  
Durham, NH 3824

We can’t delay. We must not give up the progress that has been made. We must stand strong.

Linda Morrow  
21 Camel Hump Rd  
Newport, NH 3773

We’re so happy you will be representing our state in Washington! Keep up the good work here until then...

Cindie Graham  
15 Auburn Cir  
Gilford, NH 3249
You are one of our few true bright spots in politics now.

Please live up to our expectations.

We count on you.

Elizabeth Schaeffer
7 Riverwoods Dr Apt D213
Exeter, NH 3833

"The time is always right to do what is right." - Martin Luther King Jr.

Christian Dirado
58 Sunset Dr
Binghamton, NY 13905

Again, thank you for your attention to this matter.

Susan Wald
PO Box 2587
Sag Harbor, NY 11963

also with his recent "change of heart" about climate change i would watch what our president says and does very carefully, the reason say this is because i believe he is trying to use gas lighting to pacify great minds like yourselves into thinking he can be left unchecked. so i urge you all to please continue this vital and if i may say, money saving program.

Melissa Immerman
6 William Way
Southampton, NY 11968

Also, considering how vulnerable our electric grid is from attack, New York State, and all the states, should each have their own electric grid, run by clean, renewable energy. Also, solar units should be placed on flat-roofed buildings, and even as roofs over parking lots, to save our green space for farmland.

Jahnn Gibson
302 S Melcher St
Johnstown, NY 12095
And consider challenging for the Presidency in 2020! I have been so proud of being from New York but never more so when you sent out your post election message of encouragement to those Trump targeted during his campaign. Well, he definitely targeted environmentalists big time so God help us all. Many thanks for standing with us and the future.

Sharon Daly
213 Windermere Blvd
Amherst, NY 14226

As a former neighbor and classmate of your sisters’, I urge you to keep strong and protect our beautiful states and beyond!

Elizabeth Nugent
6 North St
Glen Cove, NY 11542

As a long time New York resident and voter please keep me proud to be a New Yorker.

Jim And Mary Abendroth
11 River Road, Box 203
Bloomingdale, NY 12913

As a resident of New York City, I am especially concerned that our state improve our environment and limit carbon pollution.

Mary Kalinowski
527 W 162nd St Apt B1
New York, NY 10032

As a retired science teacher from one of the premier STEM schools in New York State, I urge you to follow through on our climate commitments. Our students want a future in a clean environment.

Carmen Irizarry
49 Longview Rd
Staten Island, NY 10304
As an environmental educator and field biologist, a parent, and a New Yorker who cares deeply about the health of our planet and all its inhabitants, I strongly support RGGI and efforts to develop and promote renewable energy in the region. Such an initiative would be good not only for the environment but would create good jobs that would boost the economy.

Theresa Kardos  
26 Montrose Station Rd  
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567

As everyday goes by this becomes more important.

Adrian Schnell  
415 Main St Apt 3H  
New York, NY 10044

As facilitator of the Sodus climate smart communities task force, I implore you to continue your clean energy state ride initiatives. The support of the DEC, NYSERDA and the regional development authorities has been indispensable in our drive to lower GHG emissions. Please continue to fight in the face of this new heightened threat at the federal level. The negative atmosphere caused by the future Trump administration's statements & actions will soon transition to actual policy that will devastate any green efforts in our star unless we are diligent in our efforts to fight anti-environmental practice.

I am sure we can count on you.

Jim Wood, EdD,  
Facilitator, Sodus climate smart communities task force  
Jim Wood  
6923 Rotterdam Rd  
Sodus, NY 14551

BECAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECTS EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING IN THE WORLD FOR ALWAYS SO WHAT WE DO TODAY CAN AFFECT FUTURE GENERATIONS!!!

Joyce Shiffrin  
576 Eastern Pkwy Apt 3H  
Brooklyn, NY 11225
But please, make sure that your clean energy projects DON'T HURT BIRDS (such as windmills, etc.)

Richard Weiss
533 W 49th St.
New York, NY 10019
But please, make sure that your clean energy projects DON’T HURT BIRDS (such as windmills, etc.)

Nina Knanishu
533 W 49th St.
New York, NY 10019

But we need to do more. Ban the bomb trains, Pilgrim and other pipelines. We are being invaded by fossil fuels and their infrastructure. In certain cases NY is just a conduit that bears huge risks to life and the environment. As a conduit NY contributes to climate change.

Monique Clague
58 Red Fox Way
Keene, NY 12942

Citizens are embracing this new era of renewable energy. We are frightened of the climate change we’re witnessing in our daily lives.

Robin Perry
222 E 89th St Apt 6
New York, NY 10128

Climate change is real and caused by corporate greed for fossil fuels. If you allow our environment to be polluted by fossil fuels it will kill the planet and all citizens on it. No citizens = no customers --> death of corporate profits. Please think this through.

Mary Jane Tytko
306 Terrace Rd
Schenectady, NY 12306

Climate change is the most critical national issue facing this country and the world, Nothing should impede initiatives to address it--not at the federal level, not at the State level.

J Lemley
301 Woodgate Ln
Ithaca, NY 14850
Climate change is the most serious challenge civilization faces. We must do everything we can to ameliorate its results. It is already too late to avoid it.

Nancy T. Rockwell
4113 4th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11232

Climate is the most important issue facing us. Do we want a habitable planet? I am terrified of the "deniers" and the Republican agenda.

Donna Swensen
4601 Henry Hudson Pkwy W
Bronx, NY 10471

Come on Governor Cuomo! Be the firewall to this Trump administration!

scott stockman
247 Schoolhouse Road
Stuyvesant, NY 12173

Consider the health and lives of our Children and Grandchildren

Sandra Keenan Kamen
25 5th Ave
New York, NY 10003
Continuing to meet climate commitments saves our economy, saves our planet.

Mary Fasano
572 16th St
Brooklyn, NY 11218

Cooperative action strengthens our position to achieve our goals. I want New York to do all it can to keep to protect our beautiful part of the country.

Marilyn Scott
88 Woodworth Rd
Central Sq, NY 13036

Cut emissions by leaving fossil fuels in the ground! Renewables create lots more jobs than pipelines. Match or bypass California!

Karen Frishkoff
39 Old Wagon Rd
Ghent, NY 12075

Dear Governor Cuomo

Thank you for your efforts in limiting Carbon pollution and to keeping our state on track to meet its climate commitments. In the wake of our recent presidential election we urge you more than ever to embrace the reality of the science and do everything in your power to address this critical issue.

Sincerely

Phillip Harris

Phillip Harris
5 Valley View Rd
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

Dear Governor Cuomo,
Please help keep our state beautiful by preserving our parks and by being a national leader in environmental conservation.

Miho Urisaka
54 S Oxford St Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11217
Dear Governor Cuomo,

Thank you so much for all that you do for the state and the country. As a citizen and a voter, I am deeply concerned about the state of the environment and the role that carbon pollution will play in the world's future. Please keep New York State on track to meet its climate commitments and help encourage other states to protect the environment and move towards clean energy.

Thank you again for all of your work.

Best,

Emma

Emma Hine
345 Saint Johns Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238

Dear Governor Cuomo:

Please continue New York State's efforts to protect the environment and combat Climate Change. One saving grace in light of the Trump election for me, personally, is that I am a resident of New York State. I trust my state representatives to continue work that reflects my values; and, chief among those value, environmental protection and conservation. Please, Governor Cuomo, continue to send a message to the state, country, and world that we care about the future of this planet. Thank you.

Candace Morrison
104 Russell St
Buffalo, NY 14214

Dear Governor, don't let up for an instant. It's not like we are doing well to begin with in trying to roll back effects of climate change; with the new administration coming in to Washington, they will no doubt take every advantage to enrich themselves at the expense of the rest of the world. Be a voice of reason.

Robert Aceto
336 Forest Home Dr
Ithaca, NY 14850

Dear Mr. Cuomo,
I am a member of the inaugural year for the Excelsior Conservation Corps that you helped to establish under the state parks initiative. Throughout my 10 month service, I met countless folks in the parks and on trails throughout the Catskills and Adirondacks, and the one thing we all share in common out there is a love for nature. They are all aware of the damage that greenhouse gas emissions cause, and many of them don't know how to help. I want to speak on behalf of them as well when I say that the reversal of climate change through initiatives that end fossil fuel/greenhouse gas emissions and promote renewable energy is a top priority, not just for the residents of New York, but for those that are not yet born, and for the fragile, tiny planet we call home that is currently being pushed to its limits, if not beyond already.

Dillon Reilly
63 Langslow St # 3
Rochester, NY 14620

Don't give I to ignorance

Tom Pilchard
317 Allyn Ln
Central Islip, NY 11722
Ensure clean air for my grandchildren and yours!

Philip Kordon
4 Academy St
Forestville, NY 14062

Especially now it is important for our states to show that, even though the current administration at the federal level denies climate change and pushes for continued use of fossil fuels despite the toll it takes on our environment, we are committed to tackling climate change head on, protecting our environment and wild spaces, and transition from fossil fuels to sustainable energy. Please represent our state and show that we are committed to this progress for the sake of our future. Thank you.

Ryan Doris
176 Howard Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11233

For all future generations, please do everything in your power to protect our environment!

Eric Zizza
7592 Healy Rd
Auburn, NY 13021

For God’s sake, every moment counts -- we can not afford to go backwards -- in solving this existential threat!

John Catherine
132 E 35th St
New York, NY 10016

For the sake of our children and grandchildren please work aggressively to limit the further build up of green house gases to address the grave danger to life of climate change.

Susan Macnish
83 Valley View Rd
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
Get serious on the environment or lose support!

Patricia Young
118 Palisade St
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522

Government must lead, not be a Chamberlain trying to appease a tyrant.

Greta Schiller
327 West 21st Street OK
New York, NY 10011

Governor Cuomo, I am grateful for your exceptional leadership for our state. Please continue to help maintain our environment for generations to come. Thanks for your efforts.

Larry Ruth
1111 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11230

Governor Cuomo,

Since Trump’s election you have done an amazing job of standing up for the state and reassuring residents that you will continue to protect civil rights for all people and for that, I thank you. Sadly, of course, the people aren’t the only ones who need to be urgently protected. As Trump tries to throw all of our amazing progress in climate change out the window, we need strong leaders like you to do what you can to continue our essential progress in combatting climate change. We’ve already seen its disastrous effects in the form of droughts and storms, and it’s only going to get worse. Please stand up for climate change and help the Northeast stay on track as a leader in clean energy. On behalf of myself and my future children, to whom I hope to leave a safe and stable planet, thank you.

Amelita Lijek
5000 Broadway Apt 4M
New York, NY 10034

Governor

Please keep our state of New York on track to meet its climate commitments.
Barbara Mosgeller
skimouse26@yahoo.com
5223 Mayer Road
Hamburg, New York 14075

Barbara Mosgeller
5223 Mayer Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075
Governor, the "ball is now in your court". With the election of Trump and the prospect of an ensuing Republican attack on the environmental laws and regulations of the US -- your actions in NY may be pivotal is "showing the way" to the nation and preserving many of our environmental initiatives, at least in NY.

Please "keep the faith" and "do the right thing".

Donald W Henderson
20 Woodlane Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850

Governor: I urge you to continue your strong leadership on the environment and on conservation and fight any efforts by the Federal government to turn back the clock on environmental protection, conservation, and combating air and water pollution.

Benjamin Mastaitis
17 Prince Ct
Loudonville, NY 12211

Great for NY to be #1

Cornel Crabtree
5355 Henry Hudson Pkwy W
Bronx, NY 10471

Green energy ensures a healthy future fur us and the planet!

Katherine Slawinski
321 E 17th St
New York, NY 10003

Help keep our beautiful state healthy!

Malley Heinlein
195 Hill Road
Malley, NY 12401
Help save us from this madness.

Gwendolyn Hoeffel
501 W 52nd St
New York, NY 10019

I am a 100 percent environmental voter. it's the only issue I worry about. thank you for your work in the past, please keep it up. david jones

David Jones
165 Academy St
Salamanca, NY 14779

I am a mother of two young children, they have the right to live in a planet like the one we've enjoyed for years, it is our responsibility to grant them that possibility. Thank you!

Georgina Michel
50 Battery Pl Apt 7X
New York, NY 10280

I am a true believer in solar energy, and there have been so many breakthroughs in how solar panels are made, some being not much thicker than an inch even, almost like a narrow film. Lightweight and strong... how can we go wrong with this? Leave the gas and oil companies behind, their time is finished... no pipeline under the Hudson or run under residents' communities along with farmland. This is, as a nation, our new vision now. Restore the planet Earth we call home, so we and our future generations can continue to live here in health and happiness.

Annie Katzman
463 West St Apt C919
New York, NY 10014

I am frightened for my family's future! PLEASE let New York be a safe place for all of us!!!!

Lorene Bossong
186 Cottage Blvd
Hicksville, NY 11801
I am hopeful that you will do what is right for the environment and the climate. There is no other aspect of life as critical right now!!

Julie Brandwein
255 Cabrini Blvd Apt 7C
New York, NY 10040

I am proud to work in the Home Performance business in Rochester. Proud to live in a state that has led the campaign to reduce greenhouse gases and help save our planet. Thank you for your courageous stand. Don't ever give in to the pressures to backdown.

Jim Tappon
197 Deerfield Dr
Rochester, NY 14609

I am proud you are a Democrat and implore you to stay Green, now more than ever. Happy Thanksgiving too!

Victoria Christie
10 Taft Pl
Glen Cove, NY 11542

I am respectfully asking you stand up against Global Warming and Corporate Greed. This Generation and Generations to come deserve to live on a Planet that is free from pollution.

Shawna Perrin
11929 Springfield Blvd
Cambria Heights, NY 11411

I am so thankful I live in New York which is in the forefront of addressing the environmental problems we face. Keep on this path and maybe other states will follow.

Diana Heeman
1723 State Highway 51
Morris, NY 13808
I am truly grateful for leadership that protects this planet for future generations. 
May your efforts for the higher good of all people and earth be blessed. 
With gratitude, Michelle 
May your holidays be blessed 
Michelle Deitz 
PO Box 57 
Knox, NY 12107

I believe that we should not be selfish, but leave a better world for the next generation. 
Gary Shaw 
718 E 219 Street 
Bronx, NY 10467

I fully trust your judgement Mr. Cuomo. You have lead the nation in all things progressive. Please continue so we can save the world together. 
Daniel Laemmerhirt 
15 Dolphann Dr 
Tonawanda, NY 14150

I have been grateful to be a New Yorker because of our commitment to preserving our environment. Please keep leading the country in these urgent issues. You support us, we will support you. 
Margaret Vignola 
735 Anderson Hill Rd 
Purchase, NY 10577

I have great faith in your energy initiatives and I know that upstate NY could use the infusion of monies towards solar farms. Why not allow solar companies to be given tax breaks to rent 10 years of leasing to build these great farms? The dairy industry may appreciate the ability to use their land frugally. I eagerly await your leadership to do the right thing and prevent fracking, a serious injustice to drinking water and potential earthquakes. Our Hudson Valley is already on a fault so why risk cracking it wide open? I appreciate your stance against these industries who only want the money and don't care about the people. Thank you.
Kathleen Robbins
300 Ketchamtown Rd Apt C7
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
I know you recognize that climate change is too important an issue to deny, your policies show that. Please continue in the direction you have been going in, and thanks for what you have already achieved.

Barbara Knight
93 Mercer St Apt 4E
New York, NY 10012

I live in Bayville, Long Island. We have survived Sandy and other storms but just barely. Please work hard to protect our home and other along the coast of New York.

Daniel Kriesberg
30 Washington Ave
Bayville, NY 11709

I live in Staten Island, NY. Our incidents of severe asthma, lung disease, and general health is only getting progressively worse. Sincerely, a native Staten Island.

Maria Lattuga
225 Locust Ave
Staten Island, NY 10306

I oppose legislation that does not measure all emissions from all sources - transportation, farming, industry, electricity, home heating - using best science. A strong carbon reduction plan needs to properly measure not just CO2 but CH4. We can't rely on EPA's flawed measurements of methane which is leaking from fracked gas production to delivery at 12%. Tell Cuomo you oppose legislation that only requires so-called "major" polluters to self-report their emissions and lets other polluters off the hook. I do not want legislation that opens the door to a fleet of small fracked-gas-power plants.

Stuart Anderson
238 Main Street
Otego, NY 13825

I personally appreciate your commitment and thank you for your unfailing attention to this initiative.
Elinor King
152 Tier St Apt 212C
Bronx, NY 10464
I recently read a statement by former Mayor Michael Bloomberg in which he called for cities, states, regions, and local business to take the lead in limiting climate disrupting pollution. Please be a leader in this area!!

Paula Walzer
90 Park Ter E
New York, NY 10034

I respect and honor your vision as we move forward to protect and save our environment.

Teofila Daley
1291 Quackenbush Rd
Schenectady, NY 12306

I sign as an emeritus member of the American Institute of Biological Sciences (AIBS).
Reference:
www.globalchange.gov/usimpacts, cosponsored by US Dept of State

Gerrit Crouse
38 4th Ave Apt 2N
Nyack, NY 10960

I support polluter penalties of all kinds.

Wendy Fleischer
674 Carroll St
Brooklyn, NY 11215

I think addressing climate change it one of the most important tasks of our generation can do. I support whatever it takes to bring NY into a position to make the future of our environment a positive one. We are counting on you to make it happen.

Mary Teegarden
482 11 St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
I urge you to let sanity prevail.

Jane Palermo
300 S. Broadway
Tarrytown, NY 10591

I used to be curious, then concerned, then really worried. Today I am incredibly anxious about the future of our city, our state, our country our world. And like me, so many others. In you we put our trust... Do the responsible thing...

Stacey Wizel Saal
18 Cushman Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583

I vote! Please help make NY a national leader in climate action initiatives

Michelle Scuderi
1304 Townline Rd
Hauppauge, NY 11788

I voted for Trump but not because of environment policy issues. I fully support your efforts to reduce the effects of global warming.

Steven Ald
8036 Dennis Rd
Angola, NY 14006

I write as a parent, early childhood educator and advocate, and person of faith concerned about the future of our children and grandchildren.

Janet Matthews
274 N Centre Ave Apt 43B
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
I'm focusing on climate change issues in my local area, as a way to be involved, stay positive, and do something for my two kids. His impact on climate change policy is perhaps the most dangerous aspects of Donald Trump's election as president.

Lelia Mander
501 W 110th St Apt 10E
New York, NY 10025

I'm glad New York has a commitment to addressing climate change and the need for renewable energy sources. Thank you again for your important support.

Mary Maher
50 Hopper Ter
Rochester, NY 14612

In light of the recent election results our Northeast initiative is of critical importance in meeting President Obama's commitment to achieving the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement.

Charles Naef
59 Payne St
Hamilton, NY 13346

In the face of climate deniers please continue to be a climate leader. Thank you for your service.

Brett Beyer
961 Washington Ave Apt 4D
Brooklyn, NY 11225

In the light of the election and numerous names floating around for cabinet positions, it is more important than ever to protect our home on Earth. Please promise that you will fight for the environment and the future of our species.

Natalee Ranii-Dropcho
96 George St
Brooklyn, NY 11206
It is an important function of government, in our free enterprise system, to assure that the entire cost, including the societal costs of the effects on the current and future environment of our society, are included in the economic decisions which drive our actions. Surely, the cost of preventing environmental destruction in the first place is less than the real cost of dealing with it after the fact.

Peter Ewing  
2764 Pleasant Ave  
Lake View, NY 14085

It is critically important that you do this, given that we will have a climate change denier in the White House.

Judith Natkins  
7505 35th Ave Apt B11  
Jackson Heights, NY 11372

It is imperative that the state of New York, with you as our governor, take the lead in putting the Trump regime in its place in regard to many, many of their initiatives to be counter productive to the hard won progress we have all achieved in many areas, climate change being among the most very important. We are counting upon your unwavered and highly focused leadership and backbone in this regard. The extent of your leadership and backbone in keeping loser-of-the-popular-vote Trump in check will greatly determine your own political future.

Lawrence Beebe  
1367 Sterling Pl  
Brooklyn, NY 11213

It is possible that our new President will take us out of the worldwide effort. This means that our states and individuals have to pick up the slack. Our children and grandchildren deserve at least the same air, water and earth that we have enjoyed. Thank you for all that you have done and continue to do to assure this.

Wendy Lambert  
4972 Lincklaen Rd  
Truxton, NY 13158
It is so important that you and other climate change leaders at the State level keep up the momentum to meet the challenge of addressing climate change, which is critical for humanity and the planet. Thank you.

Stephan Chenault
44 Butler Pl Apt 2A
Brooklyn, NY 11238
It is urgent that we continue strengthening Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. We need a clean energy economy.

Patricia Chana Lunior
56 Boodlehole Rd
Accord, NY 12404

It may be that climate commitments at the state level become even more important with the new national administration. I’m glad we can count on NYS being a national leader and influencing other nearby states to take these steps of reducing carbon pollution.

Deanna Errico
PO Box 605
Canton, NY 13617

It sounds hyperbolic but it's not. You, our Governor, can save the world by taking strong moves to support a healthy climate. You must do so.

Thank you.

Gary Flaum
94 Chestnut Hill Ln
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510

It would be a shame to stop our progress in addressing pollution and other climate and energy issues. Let's take care of our planet. Let's protect the health and safety for our children & grandchildren by supporting a clean and healthy environment.

C Debiak
129 Sagamore Road
Tuckahoe, NY 10707

It's bad enough the bastard is going to disrupt Manhattan...Gov please stand TALL! keep pushing forward

Diane Santus
PO Box 143
Middleburgh, NY 12122
Its especially important now that the president elect expects to cancel NASA research on climate change for political/financial reasons, and his stubborn ignorance

Joan Ganeles
2611 Crestway
Utica, NY 13501

It's time to look forward, to be progressive about renewable energy sources; let's stop trying to hold onto old sources which are dying out. Thank you.

Leona Denne
PO Box 288
Pottersville, NY 12860

It's too much of a risk to gamble NOT doing our part to slow climate change. Let's do the right thing.

Rich Stein
302 Eastern Pkwy Apt 6B
Brooklyn, NY 11225

It's up to us in the Northeast! Let's show the rest of the country how it's done! We can do it and mitigate the effects of climate change for everyone's kids. We must must must. Thank you SO much for all your work so far on this essential topic!!!!

Larissa Harris
266 E Broadway Apt B808
New York, NY 10002

I've made major changes in my life since hearing a NASA scientist speak at RPI about climate change more than 25 years ago. There is no issue that is more important; everything else is rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic. Keep up the great work.

Barbara DiTommaso
1345 2nd St
Rensselaer, NY 12144
I've run out of hope for our national politics but am still proud of my state and hope to see you protecting our environment every possible way!

Caleb Freese
433 Warren St Apt 4C
Brooklyn, NY 11217

Just because our president elect is playing ignorant and doesn't care doesn't mean New York has to follow.

Anastasia Klaffert
563 Kosciuszko St
Brooklyn, NY 11221

Keep fighting the good fight!
Don't let TRump sell (out) the Earth for 50 cents.

Kenneth Korczak
1244 Indian Church Rd
West Seneca, NY 14224

Keep focus governor stay on point. Green energy is the way to go. Thanks

Norman Harley
181 Hawthorne St
Mastic, NY 11950

Keep NY free!

Suzane Northrop
201 W 85th St
New York, NY 10024
Let NY be one of the leaders.

Susan Lacy
PO Box 66
Keene, NY 12942

Let's continue being at the forefront of our country in the reduction of greenhouse gases and the growth of a sustainable economy.

R Small
110 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10024

Let's encourage more geothermal for individual homes where appropriate/feasible!

Cary Fassler
398 State Route 69
Williamstown, NY 13493

Let's keep faith with ourselves and save the Earth as God not man designed it! Thank you

Janet Tullo
8 White Pine Ln
Fishkill, NY 12524

Let's keep faith with ourselves and save the Earth as God not man designed it! Thank you

Janet Tullo
8 White Pine Ln
Fishkill, NY 12524
Let’s make New York State a leader showing how to face out from fossil fuels and move into renewables. A leader which shows how to protect our Hudson river, our stunning Nature, and New Yorkers from oil spills and explosions.

Francisco Figueirido  
116 Pinehurst Ave Apt H43  
New York, NY 10033

Let’s make New York State a leader showing how to face out from fossil fuels and move into renewables. A leader which shows how to protect our Hudson river, our stunning Nature, and New Yorkers from oil spills and explosions.

Francisco Figueirido  
116 Pinehurst Ave Apt H43  
New York, NY 10033

Let’s make sure that New York state is taking the lead here. Investing in a carbon neutral economy is not only the right thing to do, but also will provide high paying jobs!

Arjen Mets  
19 Pine St  
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591

Let’s send a message to Washington that we will take leadership on this even if they won’t.

eileen gunn  
15A Berkeley Pl  
Brooklyn, NY 11217

Like your father, do the right thing.

E Hingkeldey  
P.O. Box 205  
Burdett, NY 14818
Moving away from fossil fuels, means a brighter, cleaner future for our world.

Tracy Beckenbach
2110 Whitney Rd E
Fairport, NY 14450

My farm has seen more drought in the past five years than in my entire life! The threat is HERE NOW and we MUST do everything we can to deal with the issue we face in NYS - drought and floods! Please keep NY on track to reduce our carbon footprint even more, increase solar and wind, and plan for and implement a carbon tax!

Sean Zigmund
64 Mineral Springs Rd
Livingston Manor, NY 12758

My livelihood and my career depend on maintaining the fight for a clean environment. There are so many of us who aspire to continue and strengthen the initiative but we wont have a chance if Trump shuts down so many of our opportunities.

Your own posterity will benefit from an action to upkeep such initiatives as the RGGI. Because the environment is our future.

Thank you, sir, and may health ever be at the finger tips of you and your loved ones.

Michael

Michael Durfee
359 Halseyville Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850

National security and sustainability in the face of climate change is very important to me, and I believe that moving forward into the future with strong, ethical environmental decisions is the right way to proceed. Thank you for doing the jobs you do.

Maureen Connors
352 6th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215

Never has there been a more important time to keep this progress. While I'm in my early twenties now I hope to have children in the future, and for their sake I want to work hard
to make sure we leave a healthy environment for them to grow up in. As governor your part is crucial, so thank you for your continued effort!

Rory Moon
988 Eastern Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11213
New York needs to be a bulwark in these trying times. Thank you.

Kevin Oldham
21 Ormond Pl
Shirley, NY 11967

New York needs to be a climate leader by demonstrating and pushing forward the values and needs of the 21st century. Climate change needs to be mitigated and the vast majority of New Yorkers want to see an investment and action taken to secure our futures and the futures of those that come after us regardless of what other communities have or have not decided to do. It is no longer a question of if or when, this is very critical need: if we don't have a planet, we have nothing. Thanks!

Danielle Nies
11 Scenic Drive, Apt J
Croton On Hudson, NY 10520

New York needs to show leadership. We should be in the forefront promoting the benefits of clean energy and demonstrating it.

Abby London
360 W 21st St Apt 4M
New York, NY 10011

New York State has history of being a "market leader" on progressive issues. We can also be a market leader on Environmental issues.

John Mathew
27 Ring Ln
Levittown, NY 11756

New York’s car and bus fleets can run on natural gas. This can be done by collecting methane from sewage.

Bryan Clampitt
351 W 24th St Apt 9E
New York, NY 10011
No time to waste!

James Ryan
29 Church St
Coxsackie, NY 12051

Northeastern states should be the country’s leaders for the RGGI. Pollution limits will protect ALL Americans. I urge Governor Cuomo to keep NY on track to meet its climate commitments.

Joan Conca
45 Grandview Ave
White Plains, NY 10605

Now is the time for you to become THE national leader.

Otto Onasch
262 Hamilton Dr
Delhi, NY 13753

Now is the time to lead by example. Constituents like me who care about the environment are looking to you and have certainly become activists by the disaster that was the last election. It’s an opportune moment to lead. Thank you!

Dustin Carlson
439 Montgomery st apt 1g
Brooklyn, NY 11225

Now is the time we need to do this.

Arleen Kalenich-Pace
601 Warburton Ave
Hastings on Hudson, NY 10706
Now it is MORE IMPORTANT than ever to keep NY protecting our environment with a president who is a corporate climate denier and who will do all he can to destroy our world.

Marietta Scaltrito
329 Mosely Ave
Staten Island, NY 10312

Now more than ever the country is looking for strong leadership in the right direction, not backward.

Patrick Kester
3923 W Walworth Rd
Macedon, NY 14502

Now more than ever we need NY to continue to lead the movement for clean energy. Please continue your efforts toward these goals. Thank you.

Eileen Wagner
PO Box 235
Munnsville, NY 13409

Now more than ever we need to keep pushing for clean energy and keeping fossil fuels in the ground. Future generations are depending on industry and government to do the right thing for the environment.

Ann Johnson
203 Cedar Dr
Kerhonkson, NY 12446

Now, more than ever, NY needs to press on and lead the world in safer climate friendly practices. Thank you for your leadership.

Sue Sauvageau
61 Fall St
Seneca Falls, NY 13148
NY State is depending you and other Democratic leaders to help us continue to protect the climate and reduce pollution - you are our only hope at this time. Thank you.

Maev Hewitt
9 Briar Ct
Cross River, NY 10518

Of all of the potential damage that the trump administration could cause, that done to the environment will be the hardest to undo. Please donwhat you can to support the future for our children and grandchildren. Thanks nancy curcio

Nancy Curcio
157 Pinesbridge Rd
Ossining, NY 10562

On behalf of myself and my family, thank you so much for working to protect the environment.

Seth Kramer
10 Thompson St
Red Hook, NY 12571

Our abandoned factories can be reutilized as solar panel and wind turbine production plants. We can put people to work helping to refuse the use of fossil fuels.

Constance WETZEL
74 Cottage Street Apt 2
Auburn, NY 13021

Our earth needs saving!

Robert Seeloff
533 Mosley Dr
Syracuse, NY 13206
Our future is at stake. We in NY must be world leaders. Thank you.

Ann Lederman
563 5th St Apt 4
Brooklyn, NY 11215

Our health, environment, and future is at stake now, Governor Cuomo. Please come through for NY and the nation by leading us with courage! Please keep the climate change measures going good and strong! Thanks!

Alisa Eilenberg
3006 Arlington Ave
Bronx, NY 10463

P.S. The Fitzpatrick deal was a horrible screw job for the people of CNY. You have insured that the toxic nuclear energy and its radiation will literally rain over the inhabitants of Oswego county and other surrounding areas for at least another generation. My children thank you.

Jesse Renfrew
608 Highland St
Fulton, NY 13069

Personally, I believe we can and must do more - at least 10%/year.

Robn Diekow
943 Sacandaga Rd
Glenville, NY 12302

Please continue the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative for the future of our children. God bless you all.

William Lukang
223 Townline Rd
Pearl River, NY 10965
Please continue to fight climate change, promote green energy, and prevent further destruction of the environment in order to create a healthy future for generations to come. Thank you.

Karen Slote
4310 Beach Ridge Rd
North Tonawanda, NY 14120

Please continue to lead the fight to protect the planet.

Victoria Pawlick
7770 Jay St
Williamson, NY 14589

Please continue to New York a leader in fighting climate change.

Thank you!

Debi Stevens
2391 Penfield Rd
Penfield, NY 14526

Please continue to support wind, solar, and electric vehicles.

Kenneth Horvath
6484 Bartz Rd
Lockport, NY 14094

Please continue to work for the reduction of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. It is even more important for the states to continue this work when the US president is not committed to taking such measures!

Diane Chepko-Sade
818 County Route 16
Mexico, NY 13114
Please do everything you can to help with the climate change issues. We need to make it a top priority, so that we can leave the world a safer, cleaner place for our children and grandchildren. Thank you!

Nancy Simpson
642 Parma Center Rd
Hilton, NY 14468

Please do not let Mr. Trump expedite the destruction of the environment. I urge you to stand up and ensure that New York State is committed to lowering our carbon footprint and help ensure the environmental safety and longevity of the world our children will live in.

Kimberly Martin
1 Sarazen Way
Gansevoort, NY 12831

Please do your part to literally save our planet. NY state needs to be a strong leader in this area now more than ever. Thank you!

Kathleen Blake
132 Old Bulls Head Rd
Clinton Corners, NY 12514

Please don't allow a climate change denier to undo all the excellent work you've done.

Leslie Carey
34 Reno Rd
Averill Park, NY 12018

Please don't compromise on the climate

Suzanne Heller
82 E 5th St Apt 3L
Brooklyn, NY 11218
Please don't let climate deniers erase all the hard work that we've done to protect our land, air and water. Without the earth we have nothing.

Lisa Fairman
332 N Broadway
Nyack, NY 10960

Please don't let Drumpf turn back the hard won progress we've made on Climate Change.

Paula Zimmerman
130 W 15th St Apt 7U
New York, NY 10011

Please don't let the new administration undo the progress we've made on climate change. The actions threatened by this new president will set us back for years to come. I would like to see my state be a leader in renewable energies for all of America. God bless and may you continue to lead in a direction that reflects the majority of our state and our values.

Carol Philhower
5 Poona Ln
Millbrook, NY 12545

Please don't let the new administration undo the progress we've made on climate change. The actions threatened by this new president will set us back for years to come. I would like to see my state be a leader in renewable energies for all of America. God bless and may you continue to lead in a direction that reflects the majority of our state and our values.

Carol Philhower
5 Poona Ln
Millbrook, NY 12545

Please don't let the President-elect take our country and our people back into the Dark Ages and more importantly strip this planet of all its beauty and destroy the planet's sustainability. We are at a Crossroads. The fact that Bannon calls himself Trump's Thomas Cromwell says it all about their perceived monarchy. I am truly frightened. We need to come together and fight this. One and all!
Kindly,

Karin Wolfe
884 Odell Lake Rd
Stamford, NY 12167
Please don't let the progress made by the Obama Administration to keep our planet safe for the future fall by the wayside. We need to respect this planet by taking care of it or else it will no longer take care of us!

Stephania Garriola
300 E 39th St Apt 5C
New York, NY 10016

Please end your Bail out of the nuclear plants by taxes on the backs of NY citizens.
How hypocritical that you are asking citizens to bail out companies who have made money for years.
Nuclear power is toxic and dangerous..... not the way to go.

Margaret Smith
19 Vincent St
Binghamton, NY 13905

Please fight for our environment. Our future wellbeing depends upon it!

Robin Schatz
425 E 72nd St Apt 4D
New York, NY 10021

Please Gov. Como. Please do something to lockdown what climet and enviromental protections that we have and more. We have to help conserve our precious wildlife, envoirment our state and the world. against Trump and his roges gallery of enviromental denighers and wildlife killers.

I am not comparing you to your father. But your father would out manuver this dangerous man who now sits in the seat of our empire.

Your dad would have kicked his ass! We here, our friends, our neighbors our family.

We are counting on you. Let me know how i can help you.

Because i cant shut up about it,

Because i love my country . i love NY and i love the people around me,

Thank you for your time,

Ellen Therase Cottone
Ellen Cottone
2 Cosmo PI
Kings Park, NY 11754

PLEASE HELP!

Mindy Stockman
247 Schoolhouse Rd
Stuyvesant, NY 12173
Please help keep New York a leader in environmental protection.

Larry Hess
11420 Queens Blvd
Forest Hills, NY 11375

Please help set in motion actions that will protect our environment’s future.

Lauren Boudewyn
1925 Eastchester Rd Apt 26G
Bronx, NY 10461

Please help take care of our planet, it’s the only one we have...

Mark Conroy
26 Spellman Rd
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

Please help us protect the climate for our children

Syrie Johnson
2 E 61st St
New York, NY 10065

Please help us save our planet.

Judy Veneroso
36 E 36th St Apt 6H
New York, NY 10016
Please join forces with California and other like minded states to protect our environment, and thank you of course, for the fine work you've done so far.

Jeffrey Pascal
3728 90th St
Jackson Heights, NY 11372

Please keep New York the energy environmental wind power and renewable energy sources. Thank you.

Wanda Crain
22 Gifford Rd
Sidney, NY 13838

Please keep our state beautiful!

Malley Heinlein
195 Hill Rd
Kingston, NY 12401

Please keep us progressively on track for clean energy.

Claude Nevels
834 State St
Schenectady, NY 12307

Please make sure that the climate issues keep being taken seriously. I already know it is going to be a fighting battle with the Republicans who brainwash people into thinking there is nothing wrong.

Brenda Frey
4536 Seneca St
West Seneca, NY 14224
Please protect our Climate/

Thank you for reading my letter.

Glenda Liling
395 Westchester Ave Apt 3N
Port Chester, NY 10573

Please protect our Earth from climate change, water pollution, poor air quality and all other environmental damage. The next seven generations are depending on us. On YOU.

Donna Henes
279 Sterling Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238

Please protect our environment for future generations. Thank you!!

Lauren Eberhardt
52 Penfield Ave
Croton On Hudson, NY 10520

Please protect our Mother Earth

The urgency is beyond important

It's life here or death here for humanity

Ann Farbman
140 W End Ave Apt 26G
New York, NY 10023

Please protect the climate!

Elisabeth Mansfield
304 W 151st St
New York, NY 10039
Please put your support behind renewable energy and and block Spectra AIM pipeline from using the old pipeline for high pressure gas transport that is far too dangerous for us 20 million people in the area.

Vreni Rod
5 Purdy Ave
Rye, NY 10580

Please read the well written letter. And help others in your position see the light. Thank you for all you do in this matter.

Candace Klein-Loetterle
214 Sterling Pl Apt 606
Brooklyn, NY 11238

Please save our planet.
Ted Neumann
PO Box 465
Altamont, NY 12009

Please take a moment out of your busy schedule to send a strong regarding the environment and how important climate control is protecting our environment and helping to ensure that the animals and people thrive!

Donna Demunck
670 Wiler Rd
Hilton, NY 14468

Please take action. We need help to protect this state.

Suzanna Biro
31 Pierce Ln
New Paltz, NY 12561
Please, Governor, we need you more than ever to be a leader on this cause and stand up against the tide of anti-science insanity in Washington. You know that the people of your state are already witnesses to the dangers of climate change.

Robert Coover
1735 Caton Ave Apt 2B
Brooklyn, NY 11226

Please.

Ntina Antoniou
47 Dean St #5B
New York, NY 11201

Please. This is so important.

Shelley Sykes
421 Madison Ln
Hamilton, NY 13346

Please. 20 years from now you will be proud if you do move forward on this, or sad and ashamed if you do not.

Laurie Goodhart
PO Box 545
Cambridge, NY 12816

PLEASE. TAKE CARE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT!!!!

This is our one and only WORLD ?!!!!

Kathryn Panaro
28 Olive Pl
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Please save our earth

Heather Verran
103 E 10th St Apt 2C
New York, NY 10003

President-elect Trump so far has an energy policy that must be fought every step of the way. No fracking in N.Y., or the rest of the U.S.: keep coal in the ground, and develop clean energy throughout the USA.

Ronald Ham
3212 Fancher Rd
Albion, NY 14411

Protecting our environment and keeping our water clean and for all (not privatized) are crucial. Let's lead the country in clean energy!

Sara Britting
479 S Main St
Geneva, NY 14456

PROTECTING THE EARTH AND ANIMALS IS ALWAYS THE RIGHT THING TO DO

Lisa Clark-Kahn
26 Milford Ln Apt H
Suffern, NY 10901

Proud to be a life long New Yorker. Let's keep up the work already begun in helping our Earth by using renewable resources and not fouling the air and waters.

Nancy D'Angelo
10 Wesley St
Center Moriches, NY 11934
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by investing in wind and solar projects also helps the economy. The soot and nitrous oxide pollution from coal powered energy is harmful to public health, and should be avoided whenever possible.

Edith Borie
6 Hickory Hill Rd
New Paltz, NY 12561

Reducing pollution is important. Without a clean ecosystem, any other policies or promises won’t mean much.

Brian Steiner
16 Gwynne Ln Apt 2
Farmingdale, NY 11735

Stand firm. Don’t let Trump ruin my children’s future. The Earth needs us.

Lyndsey Mosher
1539 Hubbard Road
East Aurora, NY 14052

Stand Strong and keep the principals necessary to support environmental protection!

Patricia Tanksley
15 Wyckoff St
Greenlawn, NY 11740

State, local and regional action is now more important than ever. I’m proud that our region has shown such leadership and hopeful that we will continue to do so.

Loren Blackford
53 W 68th St
New York, NY 10023
States will be essential in preventing the climate change deniers’ efforts to wreak havoc on the environment and local populations. It is essential that state governments stand firm in support of health, safety, environmental justice and public protections.

Trina Semorile
445 W 46th St Apt 1E
New York, NY 10036

STOP UNDOING ALL THE GOOD WORK THAT HAS BEEN DONE

Thomas Lutz
52 Moffitt Blvd.
Islip, NY 11751

Tackling climate change should be a very high priority.

Robert Moeller
171 Williamsburg Ct
Albany, NY 12203

Thank you for all you have done to date to make NY a leader in climate action!!

Joy Swensen
8442 Emerick Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

Thank you for all your efforts to move NYS forward in the direction of renewable energy.

Dave Elder
2005 Owego Rd
Vestal, NY 13850
Thank you for all your fine support to the environment.
Rose Hartman
21 Kretch Cir
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

Thank you for being an informed and progressive leader who considers the future when deciding policy.
Jillian Flynn
419 E 87th St Apt 4A
New York, NY 10128

Thank you for committing to this important issue. I am very worried about the future four years and your leadership is critical. Please continue to fight for the environment.
Stephanie Argamaso
460 Manhattan Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Thank you for focusing on this very important issue.
Kristen Oehlrich
53 Chestnut St
Cooperstown, NY 13326

Thank you for keeping New York in the forefront of clean energy. I encourage you to maintain our state’s commitment despite any federal headwinds.
Leo Diachun
740 Gregory Pl
Riverhead, NY 11901
Thank you for keeping New York in the forefront of clean energy. I encourage you to maintain our state's commitment despite any federal headwinds.

Leo Diachun  
740 Gregory Pl  
Riverhead, NY 11901

Thank you for staying on target through all the crazy couple of weeks.

Diane Calamusa  
110 W End Ave  
New York, NY 10023

Thank you for supporting the common good.

Honora Kinney  
93 Park Ave  
Albany, NY 12202

thank you for taking courageous stands when they are needed!

Mary Gil Devlin  
38 Indian Trl  
Fairport, NY 14450

Thank you for taking the lead to preserve the momentum the Obama & your administration have going to preserve our state and planet for future generations. We have solar power & a wood burning stove & recommend it to everyone to do their part

Sonia Kragh  
107 Cross Rd  
Syracuse, NY 13224
Thank you for what you’ve done, and please keep up pushing for clean energy and a healthy environment.

Raphael Kosek
420 Route 82
Hopewell Jct, NY 12533

Thank you for your leadership and strong support of environmental protection.

Sincerely,
Keith Waldron
Keith Waldron
5316 Kashong Pt
Geneva, NY 14456

Thank you for your leadership!

Lynn Wojcik
12 Robinwood Dr
Clifton Park, NY 12065

Thank you Gov. Cuomo, we need your consistency now more than ever. Your father would be proud of you. We were truly great fans of his (retired NYS teachers).

We wish you and your family a blessed Thanksgiving,

Charles and Patti Clark
Patti & Charles Clark
529 Washington Ave
Dunkirk, NY 14048

Thank you Governor Cuomo for your commitment to reduce carbon levels released by our power plants. Please continue commitments to benefit protecting our environment, the planet, and humanity. Please invest in renewable energies where financial costs are going down and benefits multiply. Thank you for leading our state in these causes.

Sincere regards,
Sean Ferguson
201-707-5975

Sean Ferguson
507 Carbon Street, Apt 4A
Syracuse, NY 13208
Thank you Governor, I know you’ll do the right thing!

Sacha Kanjee-Friedman
56 Court St
Brooklyn, NY 11201

Thank you in advance for keeping NYS on a steady course to help reduce global warming.

Bette Coppola
20 Upland Dr
East Northport, NY 11731

Thank you sir.

Susan Kelech
53 N Arch St
Johnson City, NY 13790

Thank you so much for all you have done to keep fracking out of New York State. Water is the future; Water will be the most precious resource long after we are off oil and the states that have preserved their water supply are the states that will thrive.

Tracy Sallows
415 W 50th St Apt 4R
New York, NY 10019

Thank you so much for your leadership in healing our environment, due to the effects of climate change. I am very grateful.

Carol Green
106 Cooke Hollow Rd
Valley Falls, NY 12185
Thank you so very much for your recent messages of courage and commitment.

Edythe Ann Quinn
903 County Highway 3
Unadilla, NY 13849

Thank you-

Jennifer

Jennifer Molini
476 Jefferson St Apt 409
Brooklyn, NY 11237

THANK YOU!

Suelyn Benzvi
444 Manhattan Ave Apt 1M
New York, NY 10026

Thank you!

Meredith

Meredith Lippincott
289 Eckford St Apt 3L
Brooklyn, NY 11222

Thank you, Governor Cuomo, for all you have done so far. Keep up the good work and keep the faith in our environmental projects here in the Northeast.

Sharon Daly
213 Windermere Blvd.
Amherst, NY 14226
Thank you, Governor Cuomo, for all you have done so far. Keep up the good work and keep the faith in our environmental projects here in the Northeast.

Sharon Daly
213 Windermere Blvd.
Amherst, NY 14226

Thank you.

Jeremy C.
5 Kelshawn Ct
Latham, NY 12110

Thanks for helping to make New York a safe and Progressive state.

Jennifer Pawlitschek
1621 65th St Apt D3
Brooklyn, NY 11204

Thanks for listening!

Scott Graber
PO Box 134
Yulan, NY 12792

The Delaware County Democratic Committee supports your strong efforts to protect us from the destruction of the fossil fuel business.

Stay strong and thank you.

Katherine Mario
1382 Peakes Brook Rd
Delhi, NY 13753
The footprints we leave on this planet today will last for generations to come. It's never been more important to continue the commitments made to improve our climate for today and beyond. Thank you!

Debbi Lesse  
442 Glen Oak Dr  
East Amherst, NY 14051

The grim outlook for our planets future is the primary reason I hesitate to bring children into this world. I've always wanted to be a mother but as it is right now I would feel guilty bringing a life into a place that is so close to being destroyed. Please do what you can to protect our climate commitments.

Erin Bedenbaugh  
22 Country Ln  
Garrison, NY 10524

The overwhelming scientific evidence regarding global warming makes its denial a farce. Those who would pretend it's not real are either ignorant, fools or liars. In Washington we now have an abundance of all three, but their rhetoric will not change the facts. Common sense dictates we take action to curb carbon pollution ? please do everything in your power to do so.

R.L. Stolz  
PO Box 179  
Keene, NY 12942

The time is truly now.  
We can't afford to go backwards - there is too much at stake.

Kara O'Neill  
136 Dove Dr  
Dover Plains, NY 12522

There is no more important job that you will do, than reducing climate warming, which requires the effort of all New Yorkers.  

Our descendents require our strong steps to prevent climate catastrophe
Cenie Cafarelli
56 Rand Pl
Pittsford, NY 14534
There is no second chance for the environment!

Karen Arneson
1141 1st Avenue
New York, NY 10065

There is no way to get around the need for continued and stepped up action as regards lowering world greenhouse gas (CO2, methane, etc.) emission now and quickly. On top of that we must not even think of rolling back our New York State ban on horizontal hydrofracturing. Our waters and air we breathe are under assault by our human industrial (yes, and that includes farming) practices. Mother nature will automatically balance itself by killing us off if we do not act quickly and innovatively and collectively (in large enough number) to reduce our polluting footprint in our closed earthly environment.

Paul Finley
PO Box 153
Walworth, NY 14568

THESE EFFORTS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL GIVE ME HOPE THAT THE FIGHT AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE WILL CONTINUE DESPITE TRUMP.

Judith Rosenblatt
305 W 98th St Apt 5ES
New York, NY 10025

This is a critical issue for our future!

Lynn

Lynn Neuman
121 Sterling Pl Apt 2B
Brooklyn, NY 11217

This is an imperative.

Ryan Prosser
1110 Monroe Ave
Rochester, NY 14620
This is important to all of us!

Robert Ball
307 Limestone Ln
Syracuse, NY 13219

This is more important now that we have a Climate Denier in the White House.

Gail Inzerillo
15 Briar Cir
West Sayville, NY 11796

This is really important to me!

Susan Brownie
382 Packman Ave
Mount Vernon, NY 10552

This is so important for our children and their children. They need a livable planet. Keep us on track to diminish greenhouse gasses by using renewable energy sources.

Rima Segal
511 Rockingham st
Rochester, NY 14620

This is so important for our children and their children. They need a livable planet. Keep us on track to diminish greenhouse gasses by using renewable energy sources.

Rima Segal
511 Rockingham st
Rochester, NY 14620
This is so important for our children and their children. They need a livable planet. Keep us on track to diminish greenhouse gases by using renewable energy sources.

Rima Segal
511 Rockingham st
Rochester, NY 14620

This is so important in view of the fact that our government has been hijacked by an unscrupulous individual whose priorities do not coincide with the best interests of the majority of our people. It is up to you to keep New York State in the vanguard of clean energy, a reduction of pollution and exploring new and better developments in the future for future generations.

Ainsley Gonzalez
6700 192nd St
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365

This is such an important issue. Please ensure that our state and region stay track to reduce pollution, carbon and protect our environment.

Katherine Hughes
439 Tompkins Ave Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11216

This is the most important issue of our time. Our survival depends upon it.

Christianna Nelson
11 Sterling Pl Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11217

This is the most important thing you can do. Without the planet and the protection of the balance of nature, we have nothing and no one’s issues will matter. Thank you!

Melissa Kalt
80 E End Ave
New York, NY 10028
This is the only planet we have. If we don't take care of it, then it's the end for human life.

Joyce Greenberg
PO Box 238
Highmount, NY 12441

This is the single most important issue of our time. We need to do all we can to protect the planet for ourselves and for future generations to be able to continue living here. Please keep us on track.

Jessie Adler
950 Greene Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11221

This is the time to leave a legacy in the minds and hearts of all New Yorkers. Help a sad electorate feel better.

Theresa J Germaine
382 Central Park W
New York, NY 10025

This is why I chose to live here.

John Rankin
PO Box 1194
Cooperstown, NY 13326

This kind of progressive action distinguishes New York as a state I feel proud to live in.

Pamela Stiles
70 Penarrow Rd
Rochester, NY 14618
This planet is not just for our generation but for our kids and their descendents.

Frederic Levrat
265 E 7th St Apt 4
New York, NY 10009

This really matter!

Thank you.

Jodi Cohen
455 Main St Apt 12E
New York, NY 10044

This so important to me Mr. Cuomo.

Thomas Wilson
979 Greene Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11221

Unfortunately there is little hope when we will be led by a know-nothing joke who will destroy this planet

Gail Stackman
26 Surrey Ln
Rockville Centre, NY 11570

Urging the Governor to meet its climate commitments

Ann Oshea
175 Route 340
Sparkill, NY 10976
We appreciate all that you have done to protect the environment in New York State and preserve our resources for the next generation!

Brian And Janet Hellner
2653 Fuller Rd
Burt, NY 14028

We are all relying on you to take the strongest stand for our planet!  Failure is not an option!

Dan Moseson
320 Greenwood Pl
Syracuse, NY 13210

We are counting on you to protect the climate and help alleviate the damage to be wrought by this frightening new administration

Adelia Harrison
335 E 17th St
Brooklyn, NY 11226

We are counting on you to stand against what the president elect's intended depredation to the climate and to the planet.

Elizabeth Smyth
70 School Hill Rd
High Falls, NY 12440

We are less protected than ever by a Trump presidency. Please do the right thing in New York State. Life on the only planet we've got is riding on states' decisions.

Ellen Cantarow
158-18 Riverside Drive West, 2N
New York, NY 10032
We are the Empire State and the home state of both the President-elect and the Presidential winner of the popular vote. New York, must lead the nation in doing what is right in the face of so much wrong.

Katherine Martinez
1614 Bell Blvd
Bayside, NY 11360

We belong to the Earth, and It belongs to us. Let us act responsibly, and cherish our place in our environment.

Adrian Cutner
124 Ludlow St Apt 4A
New York, NY 10002

We can no longer count on our federal government to help intervene with climate change. Now we have to rely on the efforts of individual states. Thank you for helping to make sure that New York is part of the solution.

Deborah Foley
69 Main St
Bloomington, NY 12411

We can pay attention to our foresight and take action or go down in history as very limited people.

Carol Rial
4 W 109th St Apt 6D
New York, NY 10025

We cannot afford to lose time in tackling the causes of climate change! States like New York must send a message to the nation and the world that we recognize the urgency of the threat and the need for action.

Imogen Smith
7502 Austin St Apt 3C
Forest Hills, NY 11375
We cannot cave in to Trump, NYState has a reputation for doing the right thing.

Katherine C. Bini
360 west 22nd st
new york, NY 10011

We can’t let Trump’s choices run over us with rollbacks and horrible decisions. Please protect the great progress NYS has made.

Mona White
1245 Reber Rd
Willsboro, NY 12996

We can’t wait for the Feds to understand the reality. Push on.

David Africa
9911 Carman Rd
Bradford, NY 14815

We in NY set a standard for the rest of our nation. Please lead by example.

Hannah Lavan
3240 Henry Hudson Pkwy Apt 6D
Bronx, NY 10463

We must do all we can to prevent the worst of climate change. It may be too late, but future generations depend upon our wise stewardship of our one and only planet home. Thank you!

Joyce Reeves
7 Evergreen Ln
Woodstock, NY 12498
We must save life on earth for future generations!

Julie Danan
64 Saratoga Ave
Pleasantville, NY 10570

We need New York to lead on fighting climate change more than ever.

Pierre Fuller
4 Gifford St
Tuckahoe, NY 10707

We need this Governor. Thank you

Edward Temple
422 8th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215

We NEED to be the climate trend setter for the sake of our children and grandchildren

Eric Price
5718 Trenton Rd
Utica, NY 13502

We need to do all we can in our own back yard to protect ourselves from one of the most anti-environmental incoming administrations in history. Protections for Public lands & waters is paramount. Consider this, even under the current Obama administration, & then imagine how much worse it will be under a Trump administration. The incoming agenda from the "Trump Team" (every single one being a climate denier), puts not just Americans in danger, but the entire global community.

A A
PO Box 1071
evl, NY 14731
We need to set an example for other states.

Diana Praus
126 Menands Rd
Menands, NY 12204

We need your positive action on climate protection through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative more than ever as we are about to have a President in the White House who believes that Climate change is a hoax thought up by China!! Thank you from all our children and grandchildren who will live the results of our decisions, actions or inactions today.

Kevin Kelly
210 W 55th St
New York, NY 10019

We need your principled and informed leadership now more than ever! Please continue to work for a fully fossil-fuel-free New yrok.

M Doretta Cornell
155 Benic Pl
Hawthorne, NY 10532

We need your support Gov Cuomo!!

Benjamin Shay
75 E End Ave
New York, NY 10028

We should exploit the states' rights arguments of conservatives on climate change & other environmental issues & work with other states during the Trump years.

Joe Crymes
402 Savage Farm Dr
Ithaca, NY 14850
We voted for leadership. You wanted responsibility and you have it. I'd like to hear you and other reasonable, powerful voices speaking loudly and often about our climate reality so that parents and teachers will make sure their children are prepared.

Sam Leopold
241 Hungry Hollow Rd
Spring Valley, NY 10977

What could be more important than preserving the quality of the air we breathe and the water we drink?

B. J. Rahn
45 W 81st St
New York, NY 10024

Wind turbines are the ticket to the future.

Richard Davis
86 Averyville Ln Apt 2
Lake Placid, NY 12946

With the election of Trump, a climate denier, the federal government will certainly be taking a step back with necessary efforts to clean up the air, the water, and the land. We must do all we can statewise so that the northeast will at least be fighting this problem. If the states take up the problem of climate change, we can do it together.

Barbara Federman
666 Interlaken Ln
North Babylon, NY 11703

With the election of Trump, a climate denier, the federal government will certainly be taking a step back with necessary efforts to clean up the air, the water, and the land. We must do all we can statewise so that the northeast will at least be fighting this problem. If the states take up the problem of climate change, we can do it together.

Barbara Federman
666 Interlaken Ln
North Babylon, NY 11703
With the election of Trump, a climate denier, the federal government will certainly be taking a step back with necessary efforts to clean up the air, the water, and the land. We must do all we can statewise so that the northeast will at least be fighting this problem. If the states take up the problem of climate change, we can do it together.

Barbara Federman  
666 Interlaken Ln  
North Babylon, NY 11703

With the election of Trump, a climate denier, the federal government will certainly be taking a step back with necessary efforts to clean up the air, the water, and the land. We must do all we can statewise so that the northeast will at least be fighting this problem. If the states take up the problem of climate change, we can do it together.

Barbara Federman  
666 Interlaken Ln  
North Babylon, NY 11703

With the electoral college ensuring that the Federal government remains regressive, it is imperative that New York should take a progressive leadership position in green energy.

Steve Kane  
1155 Warburton Ave  
Yonkers, NY 10701

With the new administrations taking power we need to show them that we care about the effects that humans have on the environment. Not knowing who will be in charge of the EPA or the Department of Energy we need set the precedent of moving toward towards cleaner energy.

Daniel Mondak  
200 Bradhurst Ave, Apt 42  
New York, NY 10039

Without earth, we have nothing.

Melissa Gonzalez  
1211 N Ocean Ave  
Medford, NY 11763
YOU COULD START BY NOT GRANTING THE FINAL PERMIT TO CPV!!! IT'S A DANGEROUS PROJECT RIDDLED WITH FALSE APPROVALS AND WAS KEPT VERY QUIET IN WAWAYANDA UNTIL THE PLANNING BOARD VOTED FOR IT. I WOULD NOT TRUST THE MANAGEMENT TO BE STRAIGHTFORWARD ABOUT ITS POLLUTION LEVELS OR ANYTHING ELSE. NEW YORK IS BECOMING PIPELINE U.S.A. IS THIS YOUR LEGACY? WHAT HAPPENED TO YOUR PUSH FOR CLEAN ENERGY?

Madeline Shaw
696 Ridgebury Rd
Slate Hill, NY 10973

You do so many good things for New York State, please make this one of them.

Maude Rith
540 Main St
Etna, NY 13062

You have shown a strong backbone for progressive causes. Keep it up!

Andrea Browne
151 Caswell Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314

You need to put an end to the Constitution Pipeline. It is too close to the NYC watershed. I have yet to meet one person in NYC who know about it. Find a way to make NYC residents more aware so we can all fight this together. Also, we need to see more green energy initiatives coming out of Albany. We are way behind the eight ball compared to Europe.

Linda Quattrocchi
274 1st Ave Apt 5C
New York, NY 10009

Your willingness to stand your ground at this time of great change has been comforting and inspiring. Please, continue to be a leader for doing the right thing. Thank you!

Michelle Anderson
117 Frederick Dr
Liverpool, NY 13088
You’re doing a FINE job combating the vile forces Trump has unleashed! Please continue to stand against him. We’re with you.

M P Sitler
1527 Fielding St
Bronx, NY 10469

You’re doing a great job. Please keep up the good work. Thanks!

Caren Flashner
3 Emily Akers Apt 210
Washingtonville, NY 10992

You’ve done us proud with your action against bigotry and hate crimes, not step up for our corner of the Earth!

And have a happy, environmental Thanksgiving.

Karla Linn Merrifield
237 Hollybrook Rd
Brockport, NY 14420

At the rate that global warming is advancing we need to cut emissions by 7% per year. This is a physical scientific calculation not a political one & millions of lives depend on you.

Robert Malin
20 Indian Trl
Charlestown, RI 2813

At the rate that global warming is advancing we need to cut emissions by 7% per year. This is a physical scientific calculation not a political one & millions of lives depend on you.

Robert Malin
20 Indian Trl
Charlestown, RI 2813
Governor Raimondo,

Thank you for your prior support of this project, and I sincerely hope that you are able to help Rhode Island continue to lead this country’s sustainable energy initiative in troubling times.

Luke Rein
33 Water Way
Barrington, RI 2806

I also urge you to join other Governors and ask that President Trump consider investing in jobs that create a green energy future as part of his infrastructure plan, rather than investing in coal, gas, and oil ventures. We need to think about the future, but the future can drive the economy now.

Justine Johnson
640 Knotty Oak Rd
Coventry, RI 2816

Let us be proud of our state for leading the nation in vital climate control commitments!

Barbara Hail
48 Bagy Wrinkle Cv
Warren, RI 2885

Please continue to protect our environment for our future generations. I strongly feel this is an issue of the utmost importance our nation and world must attend to before it is too late.

Lori Paliotti
7 Dawn Ln
Wood River Junction, RI 2894

Please stop fracked fuel storage facility in RI

Linda Mcbride
144 Winchester Dr
Wakefield, RI 2879
Please, Please, Please keep a common sense approach to these global climate change issues and keep involved in the RGGI.

Thank you very much,

-Caleb Grant, Hope Valley

Caleb Grant  
210 Dye Hill Rd  
Hope Valley, RI 2832

Protect the earth for my grandchildren and your children.

Roberta Houllahan  
627 Hope St  
Providence, RI 2906

RGGI is more important than ever now that we have science-denying ignoramuses in charge of the EPA, NASA, Interior, etc. Please stand up to the Trump administration, we are counting on you not to compromise our kids’ future.

J Boyan  
10 Jenckes St  
Providence, RI 2906

Rhode Island has been a leader in this area. Keep up the good work!

Gwenneth Rae  
PO Box 729  
Wakefield, RI 2880

Save our planet for our children and grandchildren.

Be part of the solution, not part of the problem!

Bruce Becker  
26 Bullock Ave  
Barrington, RI 2806
Thank you for helping us protect our State's future!

Damon Campagna
4 1/2 Ringgold St # 2
Providence, RI 2903

Trump is out to destroy the U.S. and the country we live in. Please help to fight against climate control so our children will have a world to enjoy as we did while growing up. Thanks.

Robert Desrochers
615 Lydia Ave
Woonsocket, RI 2895

Unfortunately, the environment is in more danger than ever now that we have elected someone who believes global warming is a hoax. Please, please, please do not give up the fight.

Kendra S Elizabeth
331 wolcott ave
Middletown, RI 2842

We can lead the way to a more stable environment!

Anthony Rabaiotti
19 Briggs Rd
Foster, RI 2825

We did not vote for Donald Trump as a state. I believe the people of Rhode Island value the beauty of this state and its natural resources. Let's be a guardian of its beauty for future generations. Thank you

Kathryn Kelley
6 Crestwood Dr
Hope Valley, RI 2832
Windpower means jobs for Rhode island. The offshore wind energy industry will be headquartered out of Quonset Point and there will be years of maintenance jobs after the construction is complete. This will mean jobs for a whole generation of Rhode Islanders who will thank you for your leadership.

William Wharton Smith lii  
PO Box 281  
Jamestown, RI 2835

With Donald Trump in the White House it is up to the individual states to be more vigilant about climate change and its devastating impacts than ever!

Sarah Windsor  
39 Canonchet Rd  
Hope Valley, RI 2832

An additional step, generally overlooked but with huge potential is to enforce speed limits on state and interstate roads. 19 pounds of carbon dioxide are created with every gallon of gas that is burned. Rapid acceleration and speeds over 55 greatly increase consumption (nearly 15% more at 65, 27% more at 75.) Law enforcement and public education would be a big help. This is another area where Vermont could be a green leader for the nation.

Robert McKearin  
27 Iranistan Rd  
Burlington, VT 5401

Base load electricity cannot be met without nuclear power plants. VT Yankee is gone and my electric rates went up and now we are using coal fired electricity in Vermont. Go nuclear!!!

Judith Macdonald  
909 Battles Brook Rd  
Braintree, VT 5060

Best wishes!

Newton Garland  
PO Box 469  
Fairfax, VT 5454
Dear Peter,

Of course we are all terrified of what Trump and his administrations will do to reverse clean energy initiatives, among many other fears. I ask you as a Montpelier citizen and environmentalist to please do everything humanly possible to keep Vermont on a clean energy, no fossil fuels track. Thank you so much.

Tami Calliope
58 Barre St Rm 306
Montpelier, VT 5602

Future generations and our planet depend on strong, actions to reverse climate change NOW.

Thank you for your acting.

Judith Watts
1455 Cider Mill Rd
Cornwall, VT 5753

I am a registered independent from the northeast kingdom. Despite the recent carbon tax claims and counter claims, most Vermonters support common sense carbon policy.

Patrick Kane
PO Box 2
East Hardwick, VT 5836

I thank you for your efforts to improve our state during your three terms as governor. Please take these steps as a lasting part of your legacy.

With very best wishes,

Bill Scott

William Scott
47 Rivermount Ter
Burlington, VT 5408

I would much rather see windmills on our beautiful landscape than watch our mountains get fracked and our water tainted. For the sake of all of us as well as our children please lets continue in the way of clean renewable energy.
Vanessa Davis
341 Autumn Pond Wsy
Essex Junction, VT 5452
It is of utmost importance that we move as a state toward insuring actions that set a precedence for our state and the rest of the country toward strong climate change policies. Please do not overlook this in the last days of your office. Thank you for all you have done.

Jesse Lovasco
32 Main St
Montpelier, VT 5602

It's hard to know at this early date which of the bad policies Trump expressed during his campaign we should gear up to fight, but denying climate change must be high on the list.

Kathryn Trupin
143 School St
Marshfield, VT 5658

I've lived in many states and travel even more, including overseas. VT is one of the few states that I can see the same forward leaning care that is enjoyed in some of the truly "happiest" counties in Europe.

I was excited as a child when Solar and Wind power was a only a dream that some dared to embrace. I would be very sad if that dream-hope-caring for our earth were to die.

Louise Parks
84 Smith St Apt 3
Barre, VT 5641

Lean forward

Stephen Kline
373 Spring St Apt 1
Saint Johnsbury, VT 5819
Please make an improved environment part of your legacy.

David Nelson
PO Box 207
Ripton, VT 5648

Please please please work for a healthy environment at all costs - with out which we will all deeply suffer

Sarah Lyda
655 Doyle Rd
Washington, VT 5675

Please, Governor Shumlin help protect our environment from the incoming Trump administration while we still can. Thank you

Mark Mercer
71 Rose St
Burlington, VT 5401

Protect the climate, and advance a prosperous clean energy economy without destroying Vermont's unique pastoral landscape.

Mary Kerr
662 Woods Rd
Vergennes, VT 5491

Thank you and let me know if there is something else I can do.

Ruth Hooke
Ruth Hooke
184 North Rd.
Vershire, VT 5079
Thank you for all your good work as Governor of our beautiful state which has always been a pacesetter. All the best for the future.

Chris Paterson
PO Box 409
Taftsville, VT 5073

Thank you for supporting RGGI and regional initiatives to clean up transportation.

Karl Kemnitzer
58 Densmore Hill Rd
Windsor, VT 5089

Thank you Governor Shumlin. I hope we can act by strengthening RGGI.

Robb Kidd
18 Ridge St
Montpelier, VT 5602

Thanks you for taking action on our behalf. Let me know if there is anything else I can do.

Vanessa Waxman
Vanessa Waxman
322 EAstman Cross Rd.
Vershire, VT 5079

This state should be a leader in Clean Living (Ban All Fracking)

Gordon George
52 Union St
Saint Johnsbury, VT 5819
WE all need a livable planet.

Scott Rosenthal
4568 Route 14 Apt 5
Irasburg, VT 5845

We are the ones to protect the earth. Promote sustainable living for the next 7 generations. We are almost at critical mass. We must continue to take action and not let Trump lead us down a road of destruction. Scientific evidence is undeniable. He needs to be referred to this evidence from the scientists!!!!

Joan Mikasha-Alexander
773 Guilford St
Brattleboro, VT 5301

We can do this together! Our region has multiple ways to support renewable energy - oceans, wind, wood, hydro, SUN! Let's use it.

Melinda Stucker
PO Box 201
Norwich, VT 5055

We have come so far in our efforts to combat climate change. Please don't let the incoming administration undo all these efforts and set us back. The thought is terrifying!

Dottie Nelson
223 Woodland Park
Middlebury, VT 5753

We need to act on the state level to do what we can to protect the environment

Ann Metcalf
9 Meadow Ln
Bristol, VT 5443
We need to continue to lead the way
Kate Ruland
3589 Morse Hill Rd
Dorset, VT 5251

We wish you well on your future.
Raymond And Dawn Rodrigues
333 Roizin Rd
Bennington, VT 5201

More than ever we need to be firm in our resolve to minimize our individual and collective carbon footprint.  Steven Brown
Steven Brown
17 Lower Meadow Lane
Bristol, VT 5443